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I u since 1933
Redhawks jump to no. 13 in polls
Nicholas Lollini
Two years ago Joe Callero, Head
Coach of Seattle University's men's
basketball team promised a season
full offast paced action and high fly-
ing dunks. However, this year, in the
|>fficialyear at the Divisione team's promises to fanse as illustrious as in yearsgh there are promises ofdon't expect them to be ashigh flying.he first four games of thise as an indication fans willins, andwins in exhilarat-..
mpleting the 2007-08 ex-
nes, the Seatde University
commenced their season
at the annual Elgin Baylor Classic,
tipping off against ninth ranked
Humboldt State on Nov. 17. Since
the beginning of this years season,
the Redhawks have jumped to a 4-0
start, going undefeated in both the
Elgin Baylor Classic, and the Notre
Dame de Namur Thanksgiving
Tournament.
Since winning their last game the
team has jumped into national rank-
ing, being placed no. 13
in the most recentNCAA
division II coaches poll.
Braden Van Dragt The Spectator
Sophomore Ricky Berry dunks the ball during the second half of
Seattle University's match with Cal StateStanislaus. Berry scored the
buzzer-beating three-pointer giving the Redhawks a one point win.
CASA Latina reaches agreement
Joshua Lynch
Staff Writer
More than a year after an-
nouncing its move to the Central
District, a day laborer program has
made peace with most of its future
neighbors—as long as it continues
to respect several of the commu-
nity's concerns.
CASA Latina, an organization
whose services include placing im-
migrants in day labor positions,
has reached a Good Neighbor
Agreement, or GNA, with several
Central District representatives be-
fore it moves to its new location on
the corner of 17th Avenue South
and South Jackson Street.
The agreement is the result of
a series of meetings that have been
held since June by a city-appointed
facilitator to address the concerns
of some community members,
who feared CASALatina's day labor
clients would loiter on the streets,
bring crime to the neighborhood
and decrease property values.
The reason for their concern can
be seen every morning on Western
Avenue inBelltown, CASALatina's
current day laborer location, where
the sidewalks are crowded with peo-
ple waiting for work or loitering.
Joaquin Avila, law professor
at Seattle University and CASA
Latina board member, understands
the neighbors' concerns but praises
CASALatina for its outreach efforts,
which included sending informa-
tional cards and meeting with com-
munity members for six months.
"I would be concerned ifan or-
ganization came into my neighbor-
hood," Avila said. "But this was my
first experience where an organiza-
tion went out of its way to identify
concerns and make sure they met
with those concerned."
CASA Latina's outreach ef-
forts didn't please everybody, and
those who vehemently oppose the
move see the organization as being
dishonest.
"No doubt they could have
done better outreach," said Bill
Place Community Council and
member of the GNA negotiation
team. "However, there are individu-
als who are doggedly pursuing Casa
Latina, and no amount ofadvanced
outreach would have prevented the
opposition of those individuals."
CASALatina planned to combat
loitering on the street by dispatch-
ing its day laborers from inside its
But the GNA will require more
steps to be taken by the organization
to insure it does not have a negative
impact on the Central District.
As apart of the agreement, CASA
Latina will add two new members
from the community to its Board
of Directors and will participate in
a new Advisory Committee, which
will include representatives from
the Jackson Place and
Squire Park Community






It started with an album cover:
a hooded figure covered in shrouds
reminiscent ofthose seen in the in-
famous Abu Ghraib prison photos
hangs from a burning cross against
the backdrop ofa skewed version of
the American flag. This is the cover
of the gothic rock band Christian
Death's latest album, "American
Inquisition."
The album has found itselfin the
middle of an upsurge of questions
involving university and organiza-
tional policy regarding controversial
artwork andcontent on campus, as
well as at the middle ofan outcry
againstcensorship ofstudent media
sources.
KSUB, Seattle University's stu-
dent run radio station, currently
holds a copy of the album in its
rotation, and has found itselfat the
forefront of the issue.
In late October, KSUB DJ
Maggie Macklin, host of"Maggies
Audio Massacre," complained that
she found the artwork on the cover
of the Christian Death album ra-
cially and politically offensive, and
the issue, citing the fact that the of-
fice ofStudent Development is cur-
rently processing the matter.
KSUB General Manager Danni
Kiger issued this statement on be-
halfof the entire radio staff:
"At this time, no statement can
be maderegarding this issue, since it
is still in a transitional phase. There
are quite a few details that are still
unclear that need to be understood
in greater depth before KSUB can
take part in any interview concern-
ing the matter.KSUB wouldgladly
do an interview once the situation
has been dealt with both the DJ
and Student Development. At this
time, unfortunately, this is all we
Michele Murray, assistant vice
president ofStudent Development,
continually expressed her wish that
the issue will engage KSUB mem-
bers in a unique opportunity for
dialogue about messages they, as an
organizational whole, will endorse.
She also hopes they will address
what it means to be a student-run
radio station at a Jesuit-Catholic
institution and an in-
fluential communicator
Swim team dunks UPS
Jackie Canchola TheSpectator
Seattle University juniorDoug Djang swimsthe first leg of the Mixed
800Yard Medley IM Relay at theConnolly Center on Saturday. The
swim team won flof 12events in the special co-ed event, destroy-
ing UPS with a score of 141-58. The swim team will compete at
the Husky Invitational in Federal Way this weekend.3
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D According to Murray,a set of standards foralbum content might
make these sorts ofconversations
easier to maneuver.
"It seems as though [KSUB's]
standards, ifthey have them, or their
criteria [for what they play] may be
fuzzy and not as clear as they need to
be," said Murray. "I don't think it's
a question necessarily ofcensorship
but more ofunclear guidelines."
KSUB music director and senior
journalism major Rob La Gatta
disagrees with Murray's claim. La
Gatta's position differs from the of-
ficial KSUB staffresponse.
"I see this as a complete issue of
censorship, and the fact that certain
administrators at this university—
and the individual who lodged the
complaint in the first place—see it as
anything else troubles me," La Gatta
said. "One individual is unhappy
that ideas they find loathsome are
available for access to the masses,
and has complained with the goal
of having images or literature asso-
ciated with those ideas swept under
the rug."
Murray, however, does not believe
the situation involves censorship.
"No one is being told they can't
partake in one art form or another,"
she said.
KSUB currently has no set crite-
ria for how to judge offensive mate-
rial, and leaves rotation discretion up
to the music directors. Music radio
directors are elected each year after
an application process and interview
with the station's general manager.
This year's music directors are
Paul Brown, loud rock director;
Will Johnsen, hip-hop director and
La Gatta.These individuals focus on
specific genres and listento everyal-
bum that falls in theircategories and
then determine whether or not to
add them to the general rotation.
If there are obscenities in the
music, each director will make note
of it, request a clean copy or make
the decision not to add the album.
Johnsen, a senior journalism ma-
jor, has issues regarding the sugges-
tion ofgreater content control. Like
La Gatta, Johnsen does not speak on
behalfof the entire KSUB staff.
"Content control would defeat
the purpose of KSUB," Johnsen
said. "As a college radio station, we
are here to provide people with new
and different forms ofmusic. Ifyou
set standards based on anything be-
sides the artistic purpose [ofthe mu-
sic] you create a college radio station
that in effect is the same as a Clear
Channel station—which would in
turn mean that we wouldn't receive








screening the content of hip-hop
albums involves nothing more than
listening to the music and using his
discretion to determine whether or
not they are offensive.
"1 look at the album cover, I
throw it aside and put on the record,
listen to itand decidewhether or not
the music is good," said Johnsen.
Murray, however, challenges this
approach.
"There is a lack of shared un-
derstanding of criteria of what will
be played and what won't. If you
have a common practice of keep-
ing some and not the other, then
there is some level ofdiscrimination
that happens," said Murray. "But it's
not consistent, there aren't criteria,
and without a shared understanding
there's no recourse."
If Student Development deter-
mines that a binding contract is
needed for selecting music, Johnsen
and La Gatta have stated that they
will resign.
A written constitution or con-
tract for what is appropriate on-air
would run the risk ofcomplete cen-
sorship, say La Gatta and Johnsen.
"[Musical taste is] completely
subjective and changes year to year,
to me that's part of college radio,"
said Johnsen. "You have a different
director every year."
It could also be insulting to the
executive staff, according to La
Gatta.
"I would take issue with a written
contract for the executive staffmem-
bers, particularly if it mentioned
specifically what we can and can-
not add to rotation," said La Gatta.
"That undermines the sensibilities
of the music directors and is, in my
mind, no different than the univer-
sity telling us our discretion is ofno
real value."
Traditional policy at Seattle U
regarding student media has been
to let student organizations work
out issues among themselves and
an administration official will help
facilitate decision-making when
requested by the students. Since
Macklin has not conversed further
withKSUB regarding the Christian
Death album, thissituation has been
deferred to Student Development.
Murray hopes that as a stu-
dent media outlet within Seattle
University, KSUB will remember its
listeners and their voices in its at-
tempt to rationalize the situation.
"I think there is a responsibility
and it pertains to all of us in this
community. It's a community that is
founded on a particular mission and
values, and we all have a role to play
in that," said Murray. "That's not to
say that [students] can't question or
enter into dialogue about what the
values and mission mean, but we are
all definitely communitycitizens and
we all have to honor that role."
When it comes to the debate
over contentand offensive material,
Murray reiterates that the problem
is an internal one thatKSUB needs
to address as a team. The issuing of
a set ofstandards and definitions of
offensive material are two steps she
suggests KSUB take in order to an-
swer this question holistically and
collectively.
"There aren't any real criteria
that [KSUB] can point to and feel
comfortable with. They don't have
an agreed-upon set that the orga-
nization as a whole stands behind.
I think that if they did have that,
then these questions would be a
litde bit easier to get through," said
Murray.
La Gatta, however, maintains a
firm stance on his appeals of this
process.
"As music director, I will con-
tinue to do what is required of
me—making sure that records get
into rotation so DJs playing from
our CD collection have a wide range
ofoptions to choose from," he said.
"But I will not accept censorship
on the grounds of rampant politi-
cal correctness under any circum-
stances, and will not be associated
with an organization that is willing
to bend to these demands."
The answer may lie in a reorga-
nization ofKSUB.
"An incident arises and that's
when we realize maybe we don't
have the infrastructure to deal with
it," said Murray. "This is a moment
that allows for development."
Lauren can be reached at
padgettl@seattleu.edu
Michael can be reached at
lissette@seattleu.edu
Courtesy KSUB
The album at the center of the controversy is Christian Death's "Ameri-
can Inquisition." A DJ at KSUB took offense to the cover art.
news
Xavier Hall runs into obstacles during global transition
MikeBaldwin
StaffWriter
Xavier Hall is going global.
After years ofenjoying the title
of smallest and most secluded dorm,
Xavier, for the last three years, has
been in a transition that will ulti-
mately make it the Xavier Global
House (XGH).
The idea for the XGH was origi-
nally thought up by Faizi Ghodsi,
directorof the InternationalStudent
Center, over a decade ago. It was re-
adopted three years ago by a Seattle
U task force.
The goal, which was to turn
Xavier into an international student
dorm situated with the modern
language and education abroad of-
fices, is nowalmost complete. Only
structural changes to the building,
includingrenovating the lobby and
courtyard, remain.
"Traditonally, international
students have not found living on
campus attractive," said Ghodsi.
"[The task force] has great ideas for
creating a global center for educa-
tion on campus,"
The ideal final product of the
XGH would be a place where
both international and American
students could live and engage in
activities that would educate both
sides about culture.
"It is our hope that the involve-
ment ofinternational students in
XGH will have a positive impact on
their experienceat SU by involving
them directly in an ongoing effort
to internationalize the campus,"
said Victor Reinking, chair of the
Modern Language department.
Ghodsi said the current incar-
nation is a more expansive version
ofwhat was originally thought up
years ago. While the old idea en-
visioned a place for international
student housing, this task force has
thought up a place where all the
departments associated with the
international world would group
together to help create a new
cultural experience for all students
on campus.
"We were more limited in our
scope than this task force," said
Ghodsi of the difference between
the two different XGH carnations.
But while most of the changes
the task force had planned on mak-
ing are complete, the role of the
XGH on campus has yet to be ful-
ly realized. While it was originally
envisioned as a place international
students would choose to live in,
as opposed to off-campus hous-
ing, Ghodsi said that international
students have expressed a feeling of
being forced to live there.
"In order to have a truly global
house, you have to have a viable
number of international students,"
said Ghodsi.
While certain changes have
proven to be successful, such as
the kitchen area in the basement
that invites students to socialize
while cooking, new obstacles have
arisen that present problems for the
proposed harmony of the house,
such as cultural conflicts with living
space and even bathroom habits.
"The global house, right now, is
not really the global house that we
really wanted to see," said Ghodsi.
One aspect leading to the feelings
ofdiscontent is the idea that placing
international students in a build-
ing with one another takes away
from the study abroad experience.
Students who do study abroad may
be looking for a more "American"
education, one that involves living
in the general population. But both
Reinking and Ghodsi said the op-
tion for other living is still there.
"Only a small percentage of the
hundreds ofinternational students
at SU can be residents at XGH at
any given time," said Reinking
Ghodsi added that the move by
the university to create this build-
ing was not without precedent. As
Seattle U continues to expand, the
creation of an international dorm
may be the norm.
Ghodsi was optimistic that,
in time, the XGH would become
something international students
would want to live in, rather than
living there because theywere placed
there. Ghodsi believes the ultimate
goal of creating a space where stu-
dents can gain a true study abroad
experience while living on campus
can still be reached.
"My hope is that the ideal can
still be realized," said Ghodsi.
As for the criticism that students
living in the dorm will be more iso-
lated than otherwise, Ghodsi said,
with time, the XGH has the po-
tential to turn into an area where
students can gain much more than
they would living off campus in
smaller groups.
"The goal is for them to have
more than just a degree," said
Ghodsi. "They can have an
American education."
Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu .edu
Album raises content concerns
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DThe AdvisoryCommittee will meet
at least monthly "to
increase CASA Latina's effective-
ness and benefit to the commu-
nity," according to an excerpt from
the GNA.
CASA Latina will also par-
ticipate in the Seattle Police
Department's Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design
program, under which the new
day laborer facility must have suf-
ficient exterior lighting, a screened
outdoor smoking area, indoor
restrooms and on-site parking
spaces.
But the most significant condi-
tion of the agreement may be the
addition of the good neighbor
ambassador, a new bilingual, paid
CASA Latina employee who will
patrol a 22 block area around the
day laborercenter. The good neigh-
bor ambassador will be equipped
with a patrol bicycle and a direct
communication link to the Seatde
Police Departments EastPrecinct
in order to prevent an outdoor la-
bor market from forming.
While these might seem like
major changes for CASA Latina,
they werealready being considered
by the organization as it planned
for its new location.
"Most of the things in the
Good Neighbor Agreement were
things we were planning on doing
already," SternsaicL "But our ideas
came out refined after discussion
with the community."
And CASALatina plans to seri-
ously uphold the GNA, which by
itself is not legally binding.
"In order to give the agree-
ment a little more teeth, a little
more weight, we are also making
it part of our contract with the
city—which is legally binding,"
Stern said.
IfCASA Latina failed to adhere
to the conditions in the agree-
ment, it could lose its funding
from the city of Seattle, which
contributes $141,000 annually to
the organization.
A task force that would in-
clude the police captain of the
Seattle East Police Precinct could
be convened if CASALatina fails
to uphold its obligations, and a
possible consequence could be the
loss of the city's funding, which
represents 25 percent of the orga-
nization's annual budget.
For many, the agreement sig-
nals the beginning ofa beneficial
relationship between CASA Latina
and the Central District.
"This Good Neighbor
Agreement will allow CASA
Latina to continue its important
work preventing poverty and
protecting workers whileaddress-
ing concerns about the possible
impacts on the neighborhood,"
Mayor Greg Nickels said in a writ-
ten statement.
An email sent out by
SavetheCentralDistrict.org, a
Web site established opposing
CASA Latina's move, said many
of the members of the com-
munity are still not satisfied.
SavetheCentralDistrict.org lists
128 businesses and individuals
opposing CASA Latina's new
location.
"The GNA agreement was a
process organized and controlled
100 percent by CASA Latina and
the city of Seattle in order to at-
temptto cloud the reality ofCASA
Latina's improper communityout-
reach and breach ofresponsibility
for government granted funds,"
said the email. . .it is our opinion
that the GNA process was nothing
more than a public relations ploy
as nothing substantial was ever of-
fered nor is to be provided to the
community."
Stern said many of the "sup-
porters" ofSavetheCentralDistrict.
org were misinformed, put on
the Web site without permission
or were not removed when they




lected hand written signatures,
and when people requested to be
removed, they prompdy were, ac-
cording to its representative, who
added many people whorequested
to be removed felt pressure to do
so from CASA Latina.
"The few supporters that did
request removal frequendy stated
as reason for theirremoval request
that although they are still opposed
to CASALatina's move to the CD,
the inflammatory and racial rheto-
ric circulated by CASA Latina has
caused them to become afraid of
a possible community backlash,"
said therepresentative.
Stern acknowledges not every-
one's concerns were addressed in
the terms ofthe agreement.
"Other people have concerns
we cannotaddress at all because
they're outside the scope ofwhat
it means to be a good neighbor,"
said Stern, noting some people




bers contacted Judicial Watch, a
Washington, D.C. based conser-
vative law organization whose ef-
forts have closed a day labor center
in Herndon, Va.
Chris Farrell, Judicial Watch's
director of investigations, said the
city of Seattle is likely violating
immigration and labor laws by
funding an organization that aids
illegal immigrants.
"Whatwe are concerned about
are the tax payer dollars being
used to subsidize criminal activ-
ity," Farrell said. "We are actively
investigating [the city of Seattle],
and all of the legal options are on
the table."
Avila said he doesn't know of
any legal precedence that would
make the city's support illegal,
and Judicial Watch's success in the
past is likely the result ofpolitical
pressure.
"I would be very interested in
seeing the basis oflitigation against
the city," Avila said. "It's very easy
to say, 'We're going to sue you.'
But let's get to specifics."
Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
Fall Ball benefits from increased security
Kelly Glenn
Volunteer Writer
This year's Fall Ball, held Nov.
17, was notably different from last
year's event. Fall Ball 2007 high-
lighted the fall calendar for SEAC
with a larger venue, extra planning
and new expectations.
The dance was put on by the
Student Events and Activities
Council, or SEAC, and organized
by Matthew Taylor, Fall Ball Chair
and sophomore mechanical engi-
neering major.
Taylor was faced with the task of
planning the dance while overcom-
ing the obstacles that made last year's
event an embarrassment and a hassle
for administration. Though the
dance was still open to all students
and music was provided by a DJ,
Taylor noted some major changes.
The most notable improvement
was the change in venue. Many
agreed that this year's site at the
Westin Hotelwas the nicest location
that the dance had ever seen.
Taylor hoped that the bigger
venue would show that SEAC is ex-
panding as well, and that it is willing
to spend the extra time and money
to produce a better-quality dance.
"It is a little more high scale," he
said. "It's a nicer place."
Dance organizers, along with
Campus Public Safety, also made
an extensive effort to increase se-
curity in order to produce a dance
with a friendlier environment, said
Derek Chan, this year's president of
SEAC.
Chan, a senior finance major,
had a strong hand in improving the
dance this year.
Due to the fact that a noticeable
amount ofstudents showed up to
the dance intoxicated last year, as
well as the fact that liquor was stolen
from the venue'sbar, various precau-
tions were implemented.
One feature was the presence
ofbus monitors, who assured that
intoxicated students would not
board the bus shuttle to the dance.
Security officials also guarded the
entrance to the venue. In addition,
the bar was put in a safer, more se-
cure location.
Though the night was not with-
out incident, Chan believes the
extra precautions made a positive
difference.
"I think that all our efforts to
improve it from last year were suc-
cessful," he said.
Taylor agreed. "We had very few
problems withstudent behavior and
the atmosphere was very different
from last year's 'drunk-fest,' as many
students refer to it," he said.
SEAC will continue to workwith
Campus Public Safety and otherlo-
cal resources to ensure the event is
even safer next year.
"I think that by next year we
will have an even better system in
place to make sure everyone is able
to have a safe and good time," Taylor
added.
Despite the fact that Taylor
underwent a great deal ofstress to
plan the dance and make sure last
year's mistakes wereji't repeated, he
enjoyed the challenge of being Fall
Ball chair.
"I've always liked planning," he
said.
BothTaylor and Chan had high
hopes for the event and were con-
tent with the outcome, emphasizing
the importance ofstudents having a
place to relax and let go ofstress.
"I hope it's a fun time," Taylor
said before the event.
The action on the dance floor
started out slowly, but gained speed
as more students arrived. The shut-
tles, which ran all night between
campus and the Westin Hotel,
were a popular resource hundreds
of students, who packed onto the
buses to avoid driving and parking
headaches.
I think that all our
efforts to improve it




Once inside, most students en-
joyed the dance. Some complaints
were heard about the DJ's choice of
musicand the fact that no food was
served, but attendees seemed to be
grateful that the tickets were afford-
able and the venue was nicer.
"I sort of expected there to be
food here, but I'm still having fun,"
one student said at the dance.
Chan had a positive experience
as well.
"The venue was a hit and every-
one was having fun."
Other studentswere disappoint-
ed to find out that they could not
buy alcohol from the bar without
two pieces of identification, a secu-
rity feature ofwhich many were not
aware. However, Taylor was pleased
with the improvements that the
extra security brought.
"I do think that things were
much more in control than last
year," he said after the event.
The ball was one highlight of
a series of events that SEAC has
already sponsored this year. Chan
said he ishappy with how this year's
events have turned out, mention-
ing October's corn maze and this
months break dance workshop in
particular.
Both events had great student
turnouts and reached out to a di-
verse group ofpeople.
The next big SEAC-sponsored
event will be theBattle of theBands
in February, he said. Chan believes
the diversity ofevents this year is an
asset to SEAC.
"We have a great staff this year,
with lots offresh ideas," he said.
Chan also has many aspirations
for improving SEAC in the next few
months. One ofhis top priorities is
reaching out more to the students.
In addition, Chan hopes to make
the organization more transparent
and visible to the student body. He
will also try to collaborate more with
other student associations, such as
ASSU.
In the past, the two student
groups have scheduled multiple
events on the same day, making it
difficult for students to get involved
in both groups' activities. New ef-
forts will be made to avoid schedul-
ing conflicts, he said.
Chan is satisfied with the suc-
cess of the Fall Ball and is optimistic
about the remaining year.
"The way it operated this year is
definitely the way we want to build
off of [in terms of] next year. 1 I
think we're going in the right direc-
tion," Chan said.
Kelly can be reached at
glennk@seattleu.edu
Jackie Canchola TheSpectator
Students dance on the crowded floor at the Westin Hotel on Nov. 17.
Organizers generally agreed that thisyear's Fall Ball surpassed those
in previous years with regard to an overall "friendlier environment."




FCC proposal may threaten KSUB
Jessica Van Giider
Copy Editor
After sparking some strong words
about the threats ofmedia consoli-
dationfor the last two weeks, Federal
Communications Commission
Chairman Kevin Martins proposal
to lift a ban on media cross-owner-
ship was cut from the Commissions
meeting Nov. 27.
The proposal, called "a wolf in
sheep's clothing" ina jointstatement
by FCC Commissioners Michael
Copps and JonathanAdelstein, was
listed as an agenda item for consid-
eration in the meeting, but was de-
leted from the agenda hours before
the meeting took place.
Martin proposed to lift the 32-
year-old ban prohibiting the cross-
ownership of broadcast stations
and newspapers. His proposal,
denounced by several media and
government figures, would enable
newspapers in the top 20 markets
to own either a TV station ora radio
station.
"No matter which way you look
at it, relaxing the ownership rules
will allow power and money to be
concentrated in the hands offewer
individuals and that's always a bad
thing, no matter what you call it,"
said KSUB loud rock director Paul
Brown, junior biology major.
Becausg KSUB broadcasts over
the Internet, lifting the ban would
not have an immediate impact on
the station, but it could affect the
stations attempt to acquire an FM
station, a KSUB goal according to
Brown.
"As KSUB is now it wouldn't
really affect us, because we don't
have an FM license/but it would
be really bad for our future because
we're constandy looking to get our
license," he said. "We have all sorts
of things set up to move in that
direction so when the time comes
we're ready, but if they pass this
rule relaxing media control then
the corporations can gobble up the
bandwidth we could've gotten had
the rules stayed in place."
FCC implemented the ban on
cross-ownership 32 years ago to
preserve the diversity of voices in
mass media. Thirty-two years ago
50 companies shared control over
the U.S. media industry. In 2004,
that number dwindled to five
large corporations—Time Warner,
Disney, Viacom, Bertelsmann of
Germany and Murdoch's News
Corporation—that control more
than 90 percent of the U.S. media
industry.
Despite this trend, Martin ar-
gued that lifting the ban would
increase the amount of voices in
the media, as well as preserve local
media oudets.
This argument did not stand
against Seattle residents when
Martin spoke to Town Hall on
Nov. 10.KSUB faculty advisor John
Foster, SJ, asserted that this claim
a fallacy.
"If they gain more control of
more media outlets it means they
will centralize the news programs,
giving little or no recognition to lo-
cal media because then they can gen-
eralize the information they output,"
said Foster. "The commercial buy-
ing up [of] the resources of media
means that independent voices will
be squeezed out because they can
not compete."
Foster also pointed out examples
of the negative affects of decreased
mediaregulation in major networks
such as NBC, ABC and CBS.
"They used to have extensive
reporting services with reporters all
over the world and they consider it
as something that was to the benefit
of the network because it gave them
a good image," said Foster. "They no
longer see it that way. They see it as
an unnecessary expense and they've
been trimming it out and that trim-
ming will always occur when mak-
ingmoney is theprimary goal of the
media."
In regards to radio stations, de-
regulating cross-ownership would
potentially eliminate smaller sta-
tions and limit the diversityof music
played on traditional radio.
The amount ofdiversity on the
radio is already limited, according to
KSUB general manager and senior
psychology major Danni Kiger, and
that diversity would significantly
decrease if Martin's proposal is
approved.
But even if Martin's proposal
passed, there's another outlet for ra-
dio that would challenge the affects
of cross-ownership: Internet radio
sites, like KSUB.
"If these media moguls buy up
a bunch ofstations they're going to
make it go in one direction. Because
of that people may get tired ofwhat
they're listening to and they'll turn
to Internet radio," said Kiger.
As of now, the Internet remains
highly unregulated and there are an
estimated 10,000 web-based radio
stations worldwide.
"Hopefully what happens is the
FCC doesn't start regulating the
Internet orallowing media people to
buy internet radio stations because
then we're going to be in the same
boat we are currently with normal
radio," said Kiger.
A potential form ofregulation
could be raising the costs of Internet
radio stations, which Kiger said has
already raised some complications
for KSUB.
Though KSUB faculty noted
that Martin's proposal will likely
not affect them, the proposal shows
that media corporations are placing
profits above public interest.
"Their drive is to earn money
so they want to relax the rules so
they can make more profit. They
don't want to own more stations to
increase diversity, they're really self-
interested," said Brown.
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
Julie-AnnIgnacio The Spectator
DJs such as Will Johnsen, above, may find more limitations on their
ability to broadcast due to the possibility of new FCC regulations.
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Recent Seattle U forum focuses
on Native American mascots
Emily Holt
Staff Writer
Coinciding with the recent
move ofSeattle University Athletics
to NCAA Division I standing has
been a dispute over the university's
mascot. From 1971 to 1980, when
Seattle U was a member of the
Division I West Coast Conference,
the school teams were known as
"The Chieftains."
In 2000, the decision was
made to change the mascot to
the Redhawk in light of conten-
tions regarding the use of a Native
American to represent an athletic
team.
Now that Seattle U is returning
to Division I, a number of alumni
havelamented the loss of tradition,
school spirit andcohesion that they
feel go with the change from the
Chieftain.
The opposition to the use of
NativeAmericans as mascots is great
as well. The discussionregarding this
issue has been gaining ground dur-
ing the month of November, which
is designated Native American heri-
tage month. The debate culminated
in a Courageous Conversation put
on by OMA entitled, "Mascots:
Cherished Tradition or Racial
Slur?".
The Courageous Conversation
opened with a video documentary,
"In Whose Honor?", which began
with a voice-over stating, "Indians
are not mascots," and tracked the
struggle that a professor faced
when she opposed the University of
Illinois' use of the Fighting Illini—a
non-existent tribe—as the mascot
of the school.
The professor stood outside the
school and stadiums during sport-
ing events to protest the mascot.
The University of IllinoisBoard of
Trustees announced on Feb. 16 that
the Chief's last public performance
would be the final home game of
the Men's Basketball season, though
the name "Fighting Illini" was
retained.
"I personally found the film very
impactful [...] It alone was enough
to see how [Native American mas-
cots] can offend people and make
Native Americans ashamed ofwho
they are," said Tess Abrahamson-
Richards, sophomore art history
major.
Abrahamson-Richards was
shocked to see ChiefIlliniwek—the
mascot—do cheerleader moves and
dance to the music played during
scenes with Native Americans in
"Peter Pan."
"It made the entire cultural tra-
dition ridiculous [...] and the fact
is that you are using a person as a
racial identifier," said Abrahamson-
Richards, who is half-Native
American and associates with the
Spokane, Colville and Coeur-
d'Alene tribes.
The conversation that ensued af-
ter the movie revolved around the
continuing use ofNative American
mascots in professional sports,
whether or not getting permission
from the tribe represented made
use okay and the issue of political
correctness.
- Economic profit front the tise
of such mascots via university
merchandise was also raised as an
issue of morality.
"The conversation was very intel-
lectualized," Abrahamson-Richards
said in reference to how these ques-
tions ofobtaining permission from
the tribe were raised. "It doesn't
matter what your intentions are; in
the end it is damaging."
Abrahamson-Richards lamented
how NativeAmerican culture is not
mainstream, unless it is being used
to mythologize U.S. history, and
thus representations of her people
through mascots leave the wrong
impression.
"For me, at the end of the day,
this is somebody's historyand story,
and [this mascot use] risks crossing
the line of the culture being belit-
tled," said Czarina Ramsay, associ-
ate director ofOMA.
It's not about being




Ramsay noted that she would
also not want her culture to be rep-
resented as a mascot.
"It is not about being p.c., it's
about being respectful," she said.
Nancy Gerou, associate vice
president ofStudent Development
and former athletic director, was
in attendance at the conversation
to provide the history of Seattle
U's mascot. According to Gerou,
The Chieftain was used, as a visual
emblem, not as a mascot at athletic
events; she would not allow such
use.
Gerou noted that she brought
up the issue of changing the mas-
cot after receiving manycomplaints
of its offensive nature, but the issue
was a sore point for many coaches.
When Seattle U made the move
to NCAA Division 11, Gerou con-
he would look into the issue. Gerou
then formed a committee to talk to
local tribes to ascertain whether use
of the chieftain symbol could truly
be an expression ofrespect as previ-
ous presidents and administrators
had declared it.
Through the research commit-
tee, members learned that there is
not even a word for "chieftain" in
the language of the Suquamish in
Washington, one of the tribes that
the university was supposed to be
honoring. Despite the fact that the
university used a male figurehead,
those tribes that did use the word
chieftain used it to refer to either a
male or female leader.
In addition, Northwestern tribes
do not use headdresses as the Seatde
U emblem represented.
"The issue was that [coaches
and alumni] were wedded to the
Chieftain for the athletic asso-
ciation," said Gerou. "We needed
something to get jazzed up about,
but not something that would not
offend [...] It was a very emotional
thing, taking away their identifying
symbol of power."
For Ramsay and Gerou, the
problem lay in the cultural in-
sensitivity of stereotyping Native
Americans with the aggression ex-
pressed in athletics. Ramsay also
noted othercultural stereotypes that
proscribe certain characteristics to
an entire group of people.
"It is unfortunate that we have
common things that are identifi-
ers for certain groups of people,"
said Ramsay. "[...] But there does
come a point where we can stop
it [... ] There are other ways to
look at the history of an area and
a community."
According to Rob Kelly, vice
president for Student Development,
the administration ultimately made
the switch in response to concerns
such as these.
"It was not an issue of politi-
cal correctness," said Kelly. "It was
doing the right thing and staying
with the university's mission and
values."
Emily can- tee reacted at —
holtel©seattleu .edu
Seattle University athletics used this logo until 2000, when the school
decided to change its mascot from the Chieftain to the Redhawk.
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Study abroad risks lower for prepared students
Joshua Lynch
Staff Writer
The arrest of one University of
Washington student in Italy and the
report of 17others falling ill and go-
ing hungry in Ghana hasn'tstemmed
interest in Seattle University's study
abroad programs.
Amanda Knox, a 20-year-old
UW student studying abroad in
Perugia, Italy, faces up to a year
of jail time while Italian police
investigate her involvement in the
murder ofher roommate, Meredith
Kercher.
Seventeen other UW students
said they lived on only 1,000calo-
ries a day while fighting malaria and
dengue fever on their study abroad
program in Ghana last summer.
Most of these students are now
asking for their money back, cit-
ing neglect by their UW program
supervisor, Linda Itlis.
Reports ofthese events come as
Seattle University is striving to glo-
balize its curriculum even more—a
goal that will be achieved in part
by sending more students and fac-
ulty abroad. A task force headed
by Kellye Testy, dean of the Law
School, is leading this strategic
initiative.
The task force has already
added three new study and work
abroad opportunities, including an
Internships in Dublin program.
The College ofArts and Sciences
hosted an International Days Fair
in the Casey Atrium on Nov. 15
to promote 19 ofits study abroad
programs.
Despite thefocus of the national
media on the safety ofstudy abroad
programs, Robin Craggs, director
of Seattle U's Education Abroad
Office, said neitherparents nor stu-
dents involved with study abroad
programs have contacted her with
concerns.
"I think people recognize those
things that happened are really iso-
lated," Craggs said.
Currently universities are not re-
quired to track incidents that hap-
pen to studentsworking or studying
abroad, according to Craggs.
The Clery Act, signed in 1990,
mandates that universities and col-
leges report crimes on their cam-
puses, whether they are U.S. or
foreign expansion campuses. In
the U.S., 20 students are murdered
on campus per year, and another 50
college students are murdered while
living off campus, according to On
Campus Security, a Pennsylvania-
based organization that tracks cam-
pus crimes.
But the majority of crimes af-
fecting the more than 200,000 U.S.
students who study abroad each
year are not recorded by universi-
ties or any other institution. Only
anecdotal information can inform
students whether the location where
they will study abroad is a high-
risk area for crimes against foreign
students.
But just because Seattle U won't
record reports of crime and illness
on a database doesn't mean offi-
cials don't want to know when it
happens.
Choices around drugs
and alcohol are really
the most dangerous
threats to your safety.
Robin Craggs
Education Abroad Director
"To assist program staff in ad-
dressing or resolving an urgent
or emergency situation, it is vital
that a Seattle University official be
promptly notified," said the univer-
sity's emergency notification Web
page.
Study abroad program leaders
are given a card with cell, home
and office phone numbers ofseveral
universityofficials, including Craggs
and Jacob Diaz, dean of students.
Public Safety's contact information
is also listed for 24 hour support
and notification.
This emergency notification
system was used when Michaela
Farnum, a Seattle University junior
studying abroad in Chile, died in a
hiking accident over the summer.
The majority of reported mis-
haps, however, are much less
serious.
Meaghan Driscoll, sophomore
international studies major, hit a
number ofbumps in theroad while
studying abroad in Italy through a
program at Gonzaga University.
"I had several mishaps, such as
an ATM stealing 300 euro from
me, and the school immediately
got involved and helped me work
with the at-times ridiculous Italian
bureaucracy," Driscoll said.
Property theft is the most fre-
quently reported incident while
students are abroad, according to
Craggs.
Students are also at higher risk
of contracting diseases abroad, and
the capability of medical facilities
to handle illness is often inferior
to treatment offered in the U.S.,
Craggs said.
Students are more atrisk to crime
because they are recognizable as for-
eigners, and cultural differences can
lead to dangerous misunderstand-
ings. Study abroad participants can
find themselves in dangerous situ-
ations because they do not under-
stand different cultural standards,
signals or language usage.
But the majority of mishaps
result from poor personal choices,
according to Craggs. Often students
will make different choices than
they would make at home because
they are under stress, starting over
in a new environment where no one
knows them and are caught up in
the euphoria of their experience.
"Personal choices around drugs
and alcohol are really the most
dangerous threats to your safety,"
Craggs told nursing majors who will
be traveling to Belize or Nicaragua
during an informational meeting.
The Education Abroad Office
gives presentations to groups of
students who will be studying
abroad as well as a large amount of
informational pamphlets. The office
also distributes a manual of mate-
rials that study abroad participants
would find useful in preparing for
their trip.
"The SU Education Abroad
Office was extremely helpful and
honestin preparing me for the trip,"
Driscoll said.
But the safety of students
while they are studying abroad
still depends mostly on their own
preparation.
"The more you are immersed in
the culture, the safer and healthier
you'll be," Craggs said.
Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
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Seattle U invests in, evaluates alternative energy
Justin Najar
Volunteer writer
Seattle University, with its com-
mitment to maintaining a green
campus, is starting to make con-
nections with renewable energy
sources.
"In 2006, Seattle University
became the first and largest insti-
tutional customer to join Seattle
City Lights Green Up program at
the highest level ofbusiness partici-
pation," said Karen Price, campus
sustainability manager.
This means that the school in-
vests in renewable energy develop-
ment whenever it pays its power
bill.
"City Light acquires its green
power from the Stateline Wind
Farm in Eastern Washington, one
of the largest wind power farms in
the country," said Price. "Any net
revenues earned through the Green
Up program is reinvested in addi-
tional renewable energy."
Currently, according to Price,
the school is committed to buy-
ing new renewable energy to offset
15 percent of campus electricity
consumption.
The school currendy produces a
small amount of renewable energy.
"The solar panels on the Student
Center's roof and south wall and the
tracking pole-mounted solar array
produce enough electricity to power
one energy-conserving home for a
year," said Price.
Interestingly, the electricity pro-
duced by the array does not go to
power the school.
"The solar panels were funded by
customer contributions to Seattle
City Light's Green Power Program
and therefore the electricity pro-
duced goes into the city's power
grid," said Price.
Other options to expand the
school's production of renewable en-
ergy are currently being investigated
by Lee Miley, the assistant director
of Maintenance Facilities.
"I looked into fuel cells and de-
termined they were not a good in-
vestment because the purchase cost
is really high and their life expectan-
cy is only three years," said Miley.
Ideally, Miley would also like
to put a wind turbine on campus.
Unfortunately, he says the school
cannot support one because it rarely
has sustained winds above 10 miles
per hour.
Miley has also researched a
ground source heat pump, but this
has shown to not be feasible, due to
theamountof time itwould take for
this pump to pay itself offand start
saving the school money.
In Washington, over





At present, Miley is evaluating
the financial implications of a sys-
tem utilizing hot water heating.
Though the school currendy does
not produce any of its own energy
from renewable resources, there are
plans to integrate renewable energy
systems into the school's campus as
it expands across Capitol Hill in the
future.
In the meantime, Miley is still
looking for any ideas.
"If students have ideas of
other alternative energy systems
that might work on campus, they
should contact me and I would
be more than happy to research
them," said Miley.
Renewable energy is becoming
increasingly important throughout
the world, as the environmental ef-
fects offossil fuels become apparent,
and by the simple fact that current
widely-used energy sources, such
as coal and oil, will not be around
forever.
One of the most important
sources of renewable energy comes
from water. Hydropower accounts
for about 18percent ofworld energy
production, according to theWorld
Energy Council, and Washington
State derives most ofits energy from
renewable sources. Most of this en-
ergycomes from hydroelectric dams
scattered across the state.
"About seven percent of the
electricity in the U.S. is from hy-
dropower, virtually all of which is
from hydropower dam facilities,"
said assistant professor Christopher
Stipe of the College of Science and
Engineering. "InWashington State,
over 70 percent of our electricity
comes from hydropower."
Stipe also noted that the largest
hydroelectric power producing facil-
ity in the U.S. is the Grand Coulee
Dam in Central Washington.
While hydroelectric dams are
probably the most widely known
aquatic source of renewable energy,
they are by no means the only ones.
Environmental damage wrought
by dams, such as the occasional
destruction ofriverine ecosystems,
have made them unattractive to
many people.
Wave and tidal systems, alternate
ways of producing hydroelectric
energy, are relatively new. Because
of this, much about how their
different variations would operate
is unknown.
"Wave and tidal systems are still
in the research stage; however, there
are a number ofoperational systems
worldwide," said Stipe.
Tidal power has several forms,
but all revolve around using the
energy from the tides caused by the
gravitational pull of the moon.
Tidal power may soon become a
large component ofpower genera-
tion in Washington State.
Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
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Secular experience merges with traditional Jesuit ideals
Staff Writer
While the immediate as-sociation with SeattleUniversity's identity may
be its Jesuit foundation, a Jesuit iden-
tity also implies a Catholic one. As
a result, one ofStephen Sundborg's,
S.J. task forces is the Catholic
Character Task Force, designed to
examine how best to engage the
Catholic nature ofSeattle Us curric-
ulum, faculty and mission, especially
in the face ofimpending changes to
the current Jesuit identity.
Because there is a nation wide
decrease of new entries into the re-
ligious life, Seattle University as well
as the other 27 Jesuit universities in
the United States must explore the
ways to engage the Jesuit identity.
"We can become Jesuit in a new
way," said Sundborg. This trend,
according to Sundborg, will involve
instilling Jesuit identities in both
members of the lay community and
leaders of different faiths who are
trained in the Jesuit way.
One of the ways Seattle U might
become "Jesuit in a new way" is
through leadership. According to
the early renditions ofdocuments
from the Catholic Character Task
Force, the university predicts that
in five years Seattle U may be hir-
ing its first Catholic lay president,
which Georgetown University and
St. Peters College already have.
Sundborg sees this trend to
"Jesuit in a new way" not as a step
backward, but rather as a positive
change.
"These people bring a richer kind
of background," said Sundborg, cit-
ing married individuals and women
as those who could bring diverse
experiences to university leadership
positions.
"The question will be, do people
know enough about being Jesuit in
the old way so we don't lose that,"
said Sundborg. "We are in a tran-
sitional time, and some people are
afraid of that."
According to Sundborg however,
the most important part of being
a Jesuit is the embodiment of the
tradition of Jesuit education, with
its deep emphasis on philosophy,
history, literature and theology. To
him, being a Jesuit also gives him a
means of interacting on a personal
level with students. He noted that
Jesuits are the only group of people
who live on campus other than the
students.
"Jesuits embody the [Jesuit char-
acter] of the university, and frankly,
I believe that is the most important
role. [Without Jesuits on campus,]
the Jesuit character can become a bit
ethereal."
Another part of the university's
identity that is at risk ofbecoming a
bit ethereal, according to Sundborg
and others, is the Catholic identity.
"There is much more openness
to the Jesuit identity than to the
Catholic identity," said Sundborg.
"Our identificationwith the Catholic
Church has a certain connotation
[to others] that says authority, insti-
tution, sexual morality, and dogma,
but there are much wider areas of
what being Catholic is about [...]
If we don't confront our Catholic
character, then we will lose it as a
living reality." Sundborg emphasized
how many important aspects of be-
ing Jesuit, including the focus on
social justice, are rooted in Catholic
teaching.
To confront this issue, the
Catholic CharacterTask Force exam-
ines the ways in which the students
and faculty perceive the Catholic
identity of the university and how
prevalent it currently is on campus.
According to task force
documents, the number of retreats
offered, such as the Agape and the
Ignatian Silent retreat, as well as
the RCIA program, do not accom-
modate the recent influx in student
population. The Sunday night 9:00
p.m. mass has also been noted to
have fewer students than it did five
years ago.
Steven Lombardi, senior jour-
nalism major and ASSU student
representative to the task force, was
apprehensive that Catholicism at
Seattle U would be imposed upon
him.
If we don't confront
our Catholic character,




"I was concerned when I came
here, but [soon] I was pleasantly sur-
prised," said Lombardi. '"There is a
fear [in some students] of convert-
ing the school Catholic, but that is
not at all what is going on. A little
more education is needed [to dispel
this fear]."
This education includes both
education of the student body and
faculty. The task force will make
recommendations to the adminis-
tration ofways to reexamine faculty
orientations and offer seminars on
the Jesuit and Catholic tradition to
ensure that faculty can carry out
the values of a Jesuit and Catholic
mission.
"People here tend to separate
Jesuit and Catholic, but we are
concerned with looking at the Jesuit
roots in the Catholic tradition," said
Patrick Howell, S.J., vice president
for Mission and Ministry and chair
of the Catholic Character Task
Force. "The Jesuit value of seeing
God in all things comes out ofthe
sacred Catholic tradition."
Kent Koth, director of the
Center for Service and Community
Engagement and task force member,
who is not Catholic himself, noted
how Catholic teachings do carry
over into his work in enacting so-
cial justice.
"When you hear the word
Catholic, people often think of
political issues and stances of the
Church, forgetting the moral and
intellectual tradition [...] Liberation
Theology in Central America is a
powerful example of the Catholic
Church at its best."
Howell and his colleagues in-
stead emphasized the importance
ofecumenism in Catholicism.
"As in a personal relationship,
when one better understands their
own Jesuit, Catholic tradition, one
can be more engaged with others,"
said Howell. He said that there
would never be a quota for Jesuits
or Catholic professors on campus
because that exclusivity would hurt
the Catholic character.
"You don't have to be Catholic to
be familiar with the tradition ofthe
university," said Robert Deltete, pro-
fessor ofphilosophy and task force
member. Deltete works within the
task force to create more opportu-
nities for a closer study ofCatholic
faith traditions in order to make
these values more "inheritable" to
future leaders of thefaith. As one of
these changes, all students are now
required to read two essays regard-
ing the Catholic tradition in all 200-
level classes.
Sundborg, Howell and Deltete
all noted how essential an appre-
ciation ofCatholic scholarship is to
embracing a Jesuit identity.
"The university is where the
Church does its thinking," said
Howell. "Faith should have no fear
from reason."
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
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FatherPatrick Kelly gives a lecture during his course titled God in Hu-
man Experience. Kelly is active in both Theology and Religious Studies
as well as the Center for the Study of Sport and Exercise.
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Can a religious university'sfaith component be quanti-fied? Can it be measured?At
Seatde University, the answer is no.
It can bepointed to though. More
importandy, it can it be identified and
recognized by the students.
Many on Seatde University's cam-
pus can name at least one part ofthe
mission. Most students can saySeatde
U is a Jesuit Catholic university. But
identifying what Jesuit means, and
how both Jesuit teachings and the
Catholic faith are incorporated into
the campus isa challenge for students,
faculty and administration.
The commonly recited aspects of
Seattle Us mission are educating the
whole person and empowering lead-
ers for a justand humane world.But
it also includes professional forma-
tion, This, according to administra-
tion, is the triumvirateof the univer-
sity's mission—a mission that stems
from the Catholic faith and the Jesuit
discipline.
"At a university, all begins and
ends with the mission. What we
choose to do in the classroom and
outside it flows from that mission,"
said Tim Leary, senior vice president
ofSeattle U.
Gone are the days of mandatory
or suggested attendance at mass, and,
in some ways Seattle U has lost its
way as a religious institution.
It's not for lack of prominent re-
ligious leadership. Seatde Us presi-
dent, Stephen Sundborg, S.J., is a
Jesuit. Hie perception ofSeattle U as
an increasingly secular school maybe
on the minds of students though.
"I thinkthere's a small population
[of students] that actually seek it out,"
said Lauren Ruth, senior communi-
cation studiesandSpanish major and
member ofthe Ignatian Leadership
HonorSociety. "Being here you can't
avoid experiencing [the Jesuit and
Catholic aspect] at least once. It's
impacted me a lot because I sought
those things out."
Ruth does not share the Catholic
faith of Seatde U, but she does share
the Jesuit mission and vision.
"My time at [Seattle U] has given
me leadership skills I wouldn't have
received at a secular school."
Several administration officers
agree with Ruth's assessment. Some
noted that they often wonderwheth-
er the students are aware ofhow the
mission and the faith play into the
students' experiences.
"I think students are connected
without knowing it," said Rob
Kelly, vice president of Student
Development.
Arguably the most obvious exam-
ple of the faith component is in the
Core requirements for undergradu-
ates. Philosophy, coupled with two
theology courses and two social sci-
ence courses are intended to provoke
students to "ask the big questions,"
said Howell.
Other Jesuit universities, like
Gonzaga and University of San
Francisco, share similar core require-
ments for undergrads and also have
Jesuit presidents.
Gonzaga University has around
8,000 students, making it compara-
ble in size to Seatde U. That univer-
sity requires four philosophy courses
and four religion courses, but is cur-
rendy looking into revising their core
classes.
"What we're asking is, 'What do
we want students to leave herewith?'"
said Stephen Hess, S.J., Dean of
Students at Gonzaga.





At USF, students are required to
take religion courses. They also have
one service learning requirement, de-
signed for students to examine how
they are connected with the poor and
marginalized, according to Margaret
Higgins, Vice President ofUniversity
Life at USF.
"When you're at a Jesuit Catholic
university, service learning goes be-
yond an act of generosity or volun-
teering. It makes you ask what causes
injustice," said Higgins.
One departure Gonzagahas from
Seattle U is in service. According to
Hess, a formerresidence hall director
at Seattle U, Gonzaga's service trips
have waiting lists.
"The approach students have is a
givingapproach," said Hess. "Here [at
Gonzaga], it's more communal and
more service oriented."
Though the three universities
are all Jesuit Catholic, their mission
statements vary. While each identifies
itselfas a Jesuit Catholic institution
within the first two paragraphs and
acknowledges its place in the global
scene, Seatde Us mission focuses on a
justand humane world. The mission
of USF leans more toward diversity
and academic rigor and Gonzaga's
mission lends its hand to service and
generosity.
"Some universities are much
more overt in preaching to their
students. That's no the Jesuit tradi-
tion," said Philpott. "While we are a
Catholic university, we don't preach
Catholicism. I see Jesuit spirituality
here, but also a welcoming environ-
ment to other faiths."
Seattle Pacific University, a
Protestant university, shares a similar
commitment to global aid with Jesuit
institutions.But SPU does not have a
religious leader on campus.
Kelly said he is concerned about
students taking time to reflect on
their learning. Howell hopes students
experience the faith through Seatde
U's commitment to social justice,
its welcoming attitude toward other
faiths and its intersection offaith and
reason.
"I think[Seatde U] has all thekey
elements in place for undergraduates
to experience [the Catholic faith
and Jesuit teachings]: service learn-
ing, community engagement," said
Howell. "How well that sticks de-
pends on the persons reciprocity."
Both Howell and Philpott ex-
pressed how surprised they are when
speaking with students and discov-
ering that they are identifying their
education with the Jesuit mission.
"I'm always a little amazed at
how well they've internalized it. It's
working surprisingly well, and that
reflects the quality ofthe faculty," said
Philpott.
Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu
The Society of Jesus has over _ .
19,400 members today who TOu3Vwork in 112 countries. *
Fr. Peter Hans Kolvenbach,
informed members of the
Society of Jesus that he Cpk O OOOfiwill step down as Superior ' 'www
General in 2008, at age 80.
Thomas J. Reese, SJ, editor of the
American Jesuit weekly magazine
"America," resigns under pressure from
the Vatican, after being criticized regarding A r%f*| I
articles written about HIV/AIDS, religious ■■ fcwvfv'
pluralism, homosexuality and the right of life
for the unborn.
Boston College president William P. Leahy, SJ, initiates the
Church in the 21 st Century program as a means of moving the
Church "from crisis to renewal." The initiative allowed the Society
to examine issues resulting from the Roman Catholic sex abuse
cases, including the priesthood, celibacy, sexuality, women's aaaa
roles, and the role of the laity.
Julie-AnnIgnacio TheSpectator
Father Patrick Kelly lives among
students on the third floor of
Bellarmine Residence Hall.
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John Courtney Murray,
S.J. is a notable
A . , ~ , „ , participant in the Second aaa19th century: a period of tremendous growth for the Jesuits, including Vatican Council i MKi
the founding of 22 Jesuit universities in the United States.
u ci. I WOjSociety of Jes|us
Jesuit order peaks and j ArA
|m7 m7fX has steadily declined I %70V/SIf/ O ever since.
Jesuits are banished in Switzerland after 4OVI O Kl f\\t "i fi 1QftQCalvinists suppress the Ultramontanist lOt'O . ' 1
movement. The ban is later lifted in May, 4 07A Six Jesuit priests are murdered by the1973. I O * U Salvadoran military on the campus of
.
~ the University of Central America afterJesuits support being |a p e|e(j as subversives by thetne aeciaration ot government.Papal Infallibility.
entertainment
Birdie Blue flies into audiences hearts
By Justin Najar
Volunteer Writer
The Seattle Repertory Theatres
most recent production "Birdie
Blue" is both heartbreaking and
endearing, especially when the title
character, Birdie, swears to the au-
dience and engages in bits of con-
versation with it.But Cheryl West's
play is also confusing at times, and
takes some effort before you have
an idea how to interpret what is
happening. Thankfully, West does
bringing the disparate parts of the
play together in the end.
The play centers on Birdie
Blue, and revolves around the ad-
vice Birdie's mother once gave her:
"Live like someone loves you."
While this may sound mushy
and sentimental, that is certainly
not the case for Birdie. As an old
black woman who grew up pick-
ing cotton in the South, and later
moved to Chicago, she has, because
of her experiences, as sort of vet-
erancy about her. Dignity would
be the wrong word; too stuffy, too
noble. Birdies just a woman who
has been through the world, and
this by itselfmeans something.
This is the dimension that is the
key to the play. The play frames
Birdie as just a working woman
inside the world, who lives in her
own little corner of it, in a house on
a dead-end street where the hearse
passes by that her husband bought
years ago.
The events of the play take place
in both the present and the past.
Everything happens in the order
that Birdie remembers them. She
recalls people and events in her
life while trying to prepare her
husband, who is stricken with
Alzheimer's, for a journey.
Some of the most dramatic mo-
ments of the play mirror each other,
including one instance when Birdie
is about to hit her husband Jackson
out offrustration. The audience re-
alizes that she isn't taking her anger
out on him, but rather, the disease,
and this seems the only way she can
do it.
Another dramatic moment oc-
curs the night of the assassination
ofMartin Luther King, Jr. Birdie's
onlyson, Bam, wants to join the ri-
ots engulfing Chicago. An argument
erupts between him and Birdie, and
right before he's about to hit her,
she dares him to, because she says
she's about to kill him. Bam leaves
and winds up in prison years later,
disappearing from Birdie's life.
The set is an abstraction of
Birdie's house. The colors and
pieces look like they've come from
faded, but still living, memories. It
conveys a comfort only gained by
living through so many tumults
and changes. The suitcases are also
increasingly ominous as the play
progresses, and Birdie prepares her
husband for his journey.
While the audience enjoyed
West's plot, it would have been
nothing without successful acting.
Jackson, played by William Hall,
Jr., has a hard part. Playing a char-
acter who is seriously afflicted by
Alzheimer's disease, it would be
easy to cross the line from believ-
able to hammy with a role like this.
However, Hall seemed to do a good
job in portraying this character.
It was a bit strange for Sean
Blake, a fully grown man, to play
Bam as a child. It seemed absurd
as he called for Momma, played
with his train, and sat on her lap.
However, his other performances:
as a teenage Bam, as Little Pimp, a
cross-dressing boy who lives near
Birdie and as Birdie's flamboyant
sister Minerva he did a great job
here, and looks excellent in drag.
The star of the show, Birdie, is
Birdie's just a wom-
an who has been
through the world,
and this by itself
means something.
played by Velma Austin. She car-
ries the showwith her performance,
and she turns Birdie into a char-
acter we would love to have as a
mother-like figure to smack us in
the head when we're stupid, and to
call us home with cake.
Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
Courtesy SeattleRepretory Theater
Velma Austin as Birdie (left) and Sean Blake as Minerva (right) in Cheryl
L. West's "Birdie Blue."
Teenage pregnancy never seemed so funny
Lauren Padgett
Managing Editor
Teen pregnancy is hard to make
fun of because of how much it
sucks for everyone involved. It's
a situation no one asks for and
seems to rarely work out, and ev-
ery movie I've seen regarding the
subject typically carries the same
message: don't do it. Don't have
it. It's hell.
That was all before "Juno."
Following the brilliantly
modern screenplay written by
Diablo Cody and directed by
Jason Reitman (who also directed
"Thank You For Smoking"), "Juno"
is by far the best film I've seen all
year. The dialogue is so clever and
the filming so unpretentiously in-
die that it's hard to dislike. When
Juno's best friend asks her if she's
really pregnant or if it was just a
"food baby," I started laughing and
didn't stop until the end credits.
Set in rural Minnesota, Juno
MacGuff (played by Ellen Page)
gets pregnant after her first sexual
encounter with classmate Bleeker
(Michael Cera). She decides to
carry the baby to term and choos-
es a suburban couple, played
by Jennifer Garner and Jason
Batemen, to adopt it.
The real star of"Juno," however,
is screenwriter Cody. Everyone
associated with this film praises
her, and with good reason. Her
fluently modern, hip voice is evi-
dent throughout the script, which
is peppered with current teenage
lingo that seems to come from
another, more hilarious and witty
planet.
Remember how awesome and
cleverwe all thought the "Dawson's
Creek" dialogue was when it first
came out? It's kind oflike that.
Cody was "discovered" by a film
producer who read her online blog
and suggested she try her hand in
movie scripts. Cody wrote for the
St. Paul, Minnesota City Pages
blog in pure gonzo-journalism
fashion about the local sex trade.
It was there she got the material
for her autobiographical novel,
"Candy Girl: A Year in theLife of
an Unlikely Stripper."
Check out Cody's "Pussy
Ranch" blog, now at home on
Blogger.com. It's quite charm-
ing. Her posts are hilarious and
her hair colors and styles change
more times than I've been able
to count. She gives a feminine
edge to the bad-ass, Thompson-
inspired, personalized journalism
I get geeky over. Diablo Cody is
my new idol.
If there were a replacement for
Diablo, a young girl who could
bring her Juno to the silver screen
in pure, unequivocally sarcastic
brilliance, there was no one more
suited for the role than Page. She
portrays the 16-year-old with a
uniquely feisty tenacity, someone
who isn't perfect and doesn't give
a damn about it either way.
"When I met [Page] it was like
meeting Juno, the way she looks,
the way she talks, her manner-
isms... and I thought, this girl is
incapable of having a dishonest
moment," said director Reitman.
"What doesn't draw you to her?
The girl is amazing."
Page also had a hand in the
soundtrack. "Juno" is set to in-
tentionally quirky, hand-picked
music from unknown artists.
"We always knew music would
be crucial for setting the toneof the
film," said Reitman. "I asked Ellen
[Page] in my office one day, "Well,
who do you think Juno listens to?"
and she said, "The Moldy Peaches,
ofcourse." I looked onlineand we
found the song "Anyone Else But
You," which was perfect."
Shot in under a month, "Juno"
is probably the funniest, most
original movie of the season.
Even though last year's "Knocked
Up" created a stir with it's take
on single-parent pregnancy, this
portrayal stirs something differ-
ent in the viewer. And while most
could argue that in real life being a
pregnant teenager isn't that funny
or easy, "Juno" does put new per-
spective on the oldest problem on
the books.
"I have daughter now, and if she
came to me at 16 and said she was
pregnant, I wouldn't scream at her,
I'd be heartbroken," said Reitman.
"I'd start crying. I can't stress how
important it is to be open minded
[about the topic of teenage preg-
nancy] and not judge."
What sets this film apart from
the competition is its accepting,
non-judgmental perspective on
what it means to be a family.
"Here's a screen play that works
with step-parents, with adopted
children, single parent homes...
it takes a look at what has really
become the modern American
family, which is this kind of ever
changing idea, and it does it with-
out judgment," said Reitman.
"This movie deals with something
everyone has first hand experience
withand I encourage [viewers] to
go in with an open mind."
Go see "Juno," premiering at a
theater near you Dec. 14.
Lauren can be reached at
padgettl@seattleu.edu
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Seattle beer: it does a body good
Rob La Gatta
Online Production Manager
With the start of the holiday
season, we at the Spectator would
like to help you celebrate by intro-
ducing Seattle's finest brews. Read
below to find out what you should
be drinking around town and where
the city's best beers can be found.
Manny's Pale Ale
Manny's Pale Ale is arguably
Seattle's finest local beer.
Its crisp taste, marked by a no-
ticeable dash of citrus and a just-
right level of hops, makes this beer
a perfect option whether it's the
middle of July or the dead ofwin-
ter. Unlike many other pale ales,
Manny's—brewed by Georgetown
Brewing Company—manages to
maintain a pleasing degree ofhop-
piness while easilysetting itselfapart
from its heavily hopped cousin, the
IPA: You can drink three or four of
these in a row without eating any-
thing and you won't develop that
dry, sour taste in your mouth that
often accompanies IPAs or even
overly hopped pale ales.
Not only does it taste good:
Manny's also looks amazing. Like
most beers, you can tell what
you're getting into just by looking
into a pint of this local pale ale. It
is thick enough that you can't see
through the glass, and its color is a
mixture between light brown and
orange. Anybody who isn't an al-
coholic might be hesitant to call a
beer "beautiful"—but even casual
drinkers will concede that Manny's
is just that.
We all have our comfort foods.
Manny's is a comfort beer—
pleasant, unique and simple. And
whether you're looking for a quick
pick-me-up or dedicating a night
to killing your liver, it's a refresh-
ing standard. If you're ever at a bar
and can't think ofwhat to order,
Manny's Pale Ale is a surefire way
to get the night going.
Unfortunately, it's only available
on tap, which means that you'll ac-
tually have to go out to taste it. But
youprobably won't have to go far—-
Manny's fresh taste has earned it a
well-deserved reputation, and it can
be found in many bars on Capitol
Hill alone. Or, ifyou're feeling par-
ticularly spendy, splurge for a keg:
$125 gets you 15.5 gallons, which
according to Georgetown Brewing
Company's Web site yields about
6.9 cases worth ofbrew. At a mod-
est 5.5 percent alcohol by volume
(ABV), that's enough beer to keep
the party going late into the evening
without causing blackouts—and to
please everyone from casual drink-
ers to the most die-hard beer snobs
in town.
Closest location to SU where we've
found this beer: The Garage, 1134
Broadway Ave.
The Great Pumpkin Ale
Its hard to avoid throwing in sea-
sonal beers at this time of the year,
when we're just on the tail end of
fall specials while just entering the
realm of winter ones. But one sea-
sonal brew, which I just discovered
this year, rises above the rest—The
GreatPumpkin Ale, offered by the
Elysian Brewery and still available
on-tap at the time this article pub-
lished (though how much longer
it'll stick around is anyone's guess).
Like most fruit flavored beers,
pumpkin ales are a tricky art to mas-
ter. When October arrives, often so
does a flurry of these spiced brews
that range from awesome to awful.
Some, like the Blue Moon Pumpkin
Ale, lack any real pumpkin flavor
and taste like somebody dropped a
teaspoon ofpumpkin spice powder
into a botde ofBlue Moon's tradi-
tional white beer, added some sea-
sonal art to the label and shipped
them to stores. Others, like Buffalo
Bill's Pumpkin Ale from Hayward,
California—to date my favorite
mass produced pumpkin ale—
manage to pack a serious pumpkin
punch in a small 12 ounce botde.
Elysian's more well-known
pumpkin ale, called Night Owl,
fits into the former of these cat-
egories and doesn't do much to
impress. But The Great Pumpkin
Ale makes up for its little brother's
shortcomings.
Thick, dark and rich as hell, this
brew weighs in at an impressive
8.1 percent ABV (think Pyramid's
Snow Cap with a heavy dose of
pumpkin). The brewers at Elysian
didn't pull any punches when craft-
ing thisrecipe—they've managed to
produce what can best be described
as pumpkin pie in a glass, loaded
with spices and incredible flavors
that make for a highly impressive
taste. This is a beer that shouldbe
savored and enjoyed slowly, mean-
ing if you're looking for something
to get hammered on you may want
to consider a nice cool Budweiser.
Closest location to SU wherewe've
found this beer: Elysian Brew Co on
Capitol Hill, 1221 E. Pike St.
Mac & Jacks
African Amber Ale
Most beer drinkers in Seattle
seem to fall into one of two cat-
egories when asked about Mack &
Jacks: they either praise its excel-
lence and cite it as one of the top
reasons the alcoholic in them enjoys
living here, or they shrug and claim
that they don't see the big deal.
For anyone whose tasted this
beer, which is brewed at Mac &
Jacks Brewery out in Redmond,
this disconnect is easily explained.
This beer is an acquired taste—I re-
member I was wholly unimpressed
with my first pint, but developed
an affinity that still remains today
after the two that immediately
followed.
Mac & Jacks is, by amber
ale standards, quite dark. It isn't
anywhere near a porter in terms of
color or taste, but it is surprisingly
thick, meaning it's not something
you'd want to consume large quan-
tities ofon an empty stomach.Plus,
perhaps more than any other local
beer, this African amber is a prime
culprit when it comes to that dry,
sour aftertaste. Even when followed
up by a glass ofwater, the aftertaste
remains in full force.
But for what you get from the
beer, cottonmouth is a worthwhile
price to pay: it has an extremely
rich taste with origins that are hard
to pin down. Some reviewers on-
line claim to taste everything from
brown sugar to raisins to grapefruit
to nutty. Personally, I only found
truth to the last of these four fla-
vors—the nutty, earthy flavor is un-
doubtedly the most prominent, and
is likely the key in defining Mac &
Jacks as a well-respected beer.
All in all, this is a beer that will
more likely than not appeal mainly
to experienced beer drinkers. I'd
recommend it with a meal or even
after one, but not so much in situ-
ations where you're sitting around a
bar drinking pint after pint; ifcon-
sumed in the wrongatmosphere, it'll
fill you up too soon and ultimately
overwhelm your taste buds.
Closest location to SU where we've
found this beer: Piecora's Pizza, 1401
E. Madison St.
Rob can be reached at
lagattar@seattleu.edu
Joey Anchondo TheSpectator
A glass of Manny's Pale Ale fresh fromthe tap, on a table at at Capital
hill's Cha Cha Lounge.
Incoming Titles
Love in the Time
of Cholera
Gabriel Garcia Marquez
Florentino Ariza and Fermina
Daza share a passionate affair
in their youth and are eventually
split apart by unfortunate circum-
stances. When Fermina marries
an influential, prestigious young
doctor, Florentino dedicates the
rest of his life to waiting for her,
albeit in the beds of 622 different
women. When her husband finally
dies, Florentino shows up to re-
claim his childhood sweetheart,




Bad name, but good metal.
Their latest MySpace releases,
a pair of demos titled "Untitled
1" and "Untitled 2," build on
the momentum of the group's
2006 debut EP "Gazing from the
Abyss." Featuring the ferocity of
dual vocalists a la Embrace The
End, as well as mature progres-
sions that build upon their early
material, the new songs give a
taste of what these metalheads
from across the pond will offer
with their full length next year.
Find it at Myspace.com/
abelisdying




Growing up, Seattle MC J.Pinder
was inspired by the Motown music
his family listened to.
"I used to listen to old Lamont
Dozier song and think about rapping
over them," says J.Pinder.
That Motown influence is heav-
ily evident on his solo mix-tape de-
but "Backpack Wax," which he and
Seattle mix-tape legend Vitamin D
made in one week.
"D just came in with these old
cuts, looped 'em up and we went
with it," says J.Pinder.
What resulted is a 24-track
mix-tape that has put J.Pinder on
the Seattle radar. Songs like "Can't
Trust 'Em" are intelligent, laidback
cuts that make the listener groove
whether they want to or not. The
song is afrustrated ode to the former
women in Pinder's life, but restrains
from falling into the stereotypical
pitfalls ofhip-hop songs about rogue
women. And while the track man-
ages to resonate on a personal level,
Pinder promises it is not about one
specific woman.
"It's justabout women I've dated,
no one specific," says Pinder. "I'd be
rude if I did that."
Other tracks like "Some More
Love," detail Pinder's determination
to make his life, and the lives of those
around him, better And with the
team J.Pinder has behind him, there's
a good chance once his full-length
debut drops, that we could be hear-
ing the name for years to come.
Formerly part ofa trio featuring
live-show guru Dime Def, J.Pinder
has done something almost unprec-
edented in the Seattle scene and
surrounded himself with top man-
agement before his debut. With
Vitamin D and J. Moore backing
him, chances of success run high.
A bit ironically when looking at
his style, and a bit embarrassingly in
someregards, J.Pinder was inspired to
rap with the debut ofLiT BowWow,
when he was in just fifth grade.
"I figured ifhe could do it, I could
do it," he says.
And those plans are in full force.
With the confidence of success seen
in only a handful ofSeattle artists.
But while hopes ofblowing up are
there, J.Pinder also has a lot of good
to say about the Seattle scene. He
just doesn't want to be limited to it.
"I think there's a little confusion
in the Seattle scene," says J. "There's
a lot of good music, but you don't get
a lot of exposure to a lot of Seattle
artists outside of it."
Pinder, who is 24, almost old in
the hip-hop world, knows the impact
his debut will have on the rest of his
career.
"It has to be bigger than just 1000
or 2000 sales locally," says J. "I defi-
nitely plan on making a career out
of this."
But whatever his career aspira-
tions, J says thereal draw will always
be the music.
"I just realize music is a good way
to reach people. You can'talways have
a conversation with someone. Music
is manipulative that way. And I guess
I like the power of it.'
Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.eduCourtesy of J.Pinder
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B "Coach always talksabout the CaliforniaConference, and
how they're one step ahead
of us," said sophomore guard
Ricky Berry, who made the
game winning three point shot
in the final seconds of Seattle
University's game against Cal
State Stanislaus. "[These games]
just show that we can play with
anybody on the west coast."
In the initial game of the
season against HumboldtState,
the game remained close, until
the final minutes ofregulation,
when Seattle Universitywas able
to break away in the stretch as
the Redhawks outscored the
Lumberjacks 19-12 in the final
four minutes of play. Berry led
the team with 18 points, fol-
lowed by junior forward Leigh
Swanson, who had 17. Senior
guard Shaun Burl assisted with
10 points and four assists.
Additionally the Redhawks
bench generated 21 points in
the game.
"The most important thing
is that we have depth this year,"
said head coach JoeCallero "This
is the best that we have had, and
that includes last year."
The following night the
Redhawks matched up against
Cal State Stanislaus. In a game
which literally came down to
the final second, the Redhawks
generated a lackluster offensive
performance, but remained an-
chored with solid defensive po-
sitioning. This allowed the team
to stay in the game despite only
scoring 19 points in the first
half.
"Ifyou really truly play good
defense, you can be in every
single game. You have to play
defense to have opportunity,"
said Callero.
The team shot 32 percent
from the field, and 25 percent
from 3-point range. Prior to
Berry's game winning three
pointer at the buzzer, he had
been 0-6 from behind the arc.
"Tight wins definitely help,
they give you confidence and
the ability in yourself and the
confidence in yourself to be-
lieve that you are going to play
and that you are going to win,"
said sophomore forward Mike
Boxley.
Last week the team traveled
to Notre Dame de Namur, to
face Cal State Monterey Bay,
and San Francisco State. The
Redhawks won both games 74-
71 and 79-60 respectively.
Though none of the games
wefe conferences games, the
fourwins may potentially hold
post season implications, as each
of the teams that the Redhawks
beat are in contention for one
of the eight west region tourna-
ment spots.
Nicholas can be reached at
-loinin@seatttetj-.edu
sports
Health and Fitness: dying to diet
Sara Bernert
VolunteerWriter
Turkey, mashed potatoes, pies,
candy canes... the seasonal onslaught
of holiday temptation is well un-
derway. A study by the National
Institute ofChild Healthand Human
Development found that the average
American gains one to two pounds
between Thanksgiving and NewYears
Day, a fact which might cause many
students here at Seattle University
to begin thinking about one thing:
dieting.
Dieting has become something
of a national pastime, and both the
media and food industries are eager
to cash in on our bodily insecuri-
ties. Americans are provided with an
endless stream ofweight-loss products
and fad diets whichpromise quick re-
sults with little effort.
On college campuses it's been
found that up to 91 percent offemale
students have dieted, with 22 percent
dieting "often" or "always" Kurth, et
al., 1995. Here at Seattle U, those
numbers may be slightly lower, but
nevertheless students are still buying
into fad diets.
"I've tried them all," said sopho-
more communication studies and
Spanish major Kiara Elliott, "Weight
Watchers, Atkins, South Beach, juice
fasts, fasting in general, and even the
leek soup diet. I would lose a little
weight, mosdy water weight I think,
but they never work in the long
run."
Elliott is one of many students
willing to try strange, and some-
times dangerous, methods of losing
weight.
"It became an obsession," said
Elliott. "Dieting took over my life. It
got to the point where I was actually
afraid to go to social situations where
there might be food, just because I
wouldn't know for sure how many
calories I would eat. Eventually I re-
alized itwasn't worth it. The best way
to feel healthy is to eat regular meals,
exercise, and drink plenty ofwater."
Elliott's story is not uncom-
mon. Ellen Lin, a psychologist at
the Counseling and Psychological
Services who specializes in helping
students struggling with eating dis-
orders, says there is a fine line between
watching whatyou eat and obsessing
over it.
"Problems withfood are verycom-
mon," said Lin. "We live in a culture
of dieting. We are presented with im-
ages ofbeauty and ideal form in the
media, but in reality that ideal does
not exist. It's simply not obtainable."
Lin explains that the biggest po-
tential harm in dieting is that it can
cause our bodies to go into starva-
tion mode because the body is not
receiving its usual amount ofcalories.
Because of this, it begins to use even
fewer calories, making it even harder
to lose weight.
"Many of the people I work with
actually lose weight more easily once
they begin to eat more normally," said
Linn.
Aside from burning fewer calories,
dieting can also cause more serious,
and possibly life threatening com-
plications, as explained by Kristen
Christopher, the Strength and Fitness
Specialist at the Connolly Center.
"Your body is like a furnace," said
Christopher. "If you don't feed it, it
begins to shut down. Some diets can
be extremely taxing on your organs:
high levels of protein [as found in
the Atkins Diet] are hard on your di-
gestive system; high levels of fat can
damage the liver and not eating carbs
can easily cause mental and physical
fatigue."
Diets which overemphasize one
particular food group or type offood,
as with theAtkins and South Beach
diets, can easily cause nutritional
deficiencies. Christopher's recom-
mendation is that every meal should
contain protein, which feeds muscles
and helps slow down digestion, so
you feel full longer, carbohydrates,
which provide glucose and energy,
and some fat, which helps sustain
bodily functions.
Another major flaw in these fad
diets is that many do not acknowl-
edge the importance ofregular physi-
cal activity.
"Ifyou justdiet and don't exercise,
it can actually cause your body to eat
your own muscles," said Christopher.
"The biggest factor in weight loss is
weight lifting, which increases lean
muscle mass and decreases fat."
While the appeal of quickweight-
loss plans or magical pills may con-
tinue to tempt Americans, students
at Seattle U should heed the advice of
the school's health professionals: diet-
ing is a temporary fix.To keep weight
off and feel healthy and happy about
it, students shouldadopt healthy life-
style changes, such as exercising regu-
larly and retaining a balanced diet.
For more information on proper
weight loss techniques, see Kristen
Christopher in the Connolly exer-
cise room. To address concerns with
eating disorders, contact Ellen Linn,
PhD, at eklin@seattleu.edu. For ad-
vice on healthy eating, contact Bon
Appetit's nutritionist at asktami@
bonappetit.com
Sara can be reached at
bemerts@seattleu .edu
Women's basketball starts season 4-0
Sean Towey
Sports Editor
While the rest of the school
stuffed their faces with turkey, the
Seattle University women's basket-
ball team stuffed their opponents,
jumping to a 4-0 start this season.
The lady Redhawks have outscored
their opponents 316-177.
Opening their season against
Northwest University on Nov. 16,
Seattle U defeated their GNAC
rivals 75-51. The next night the
Redhawks dismantled Brigham-
Young University-Hawaii, 82-29,
in front of their largest home crowd
so far this season, 312. After tak-
ing a four day break, they crushed
San Francisco State University 69-
46 on Nov. 21. Most recently, the
Redhawks beat Cascade College
90-51.
The team is lead by several key
players that consistently contribute
big plays at the right time. Senior
sociology major and starting for-
ward Laina Sobczak had a perfect
night against Northwest University,
going 6-6 from the field and sinking
her only foul shot. Sobczak is aver-
aging 10.8 points and 6.3 rebounds
per game this season.
Also having a spectacular season
is starting junior forward Chelsie
Morrison. She is the leading scorer
on the team, averaging 15.3 points
per game. Against San Francisco
State, she scored a game high 23
points.
Dominating the boards this
season ts junior center and for-
ward, and former player for Seattle
Pacific University, Quinn Brewe.
Averaging 7.8 rebounds per game,
her hard work and strong presence
at the post position has put Seattle
University on a different level from
previous seasons.
Last year, sophomore guard
Cassidy Murillo was selected as one
of the nation's top 10 freshman play-
ers at Division 11.This year, she has
continued her excellent play.
"I worked extremely hard during
the off-season," said Murillo. "I'm a
lot stronger and a lot quicker now.
I've become more of a defensive
stopper. I'm definitely trying to lead
by example."
As it is their last season in
Division 11, the team wants to per-
form to their best ability.
"It's our last year in the league
and we want to do as great as we
can," said Murillo.
She also has a very high opinion
of the current squad.
"This team definitely has a lot of
potential," said Murillo. "We're 15
people deep, which we haven't been
in the past, and we're only dealing
with a couple ofinjuries."
In the past, Seattle U has lacked
a strong post presence, which has
also been solved this year.
"We havea lot ofstrong posts that
workreally hard," said Murillo.
Murillo has high hopes for this
team.
"We want to finish in the top
two in the GNAC and make it to
the play-offs," said Murillo. "After
that, we'll see how it goes."
- The current Seattle U squad "has
improved off the court as well.
"All the girls have great person-
alities," said Murillo. "There's no
animosity, there's no jealosy. It's
a really easy team to play for, and
we're having a lot offun.
Though a 4-0 start is excellent,
Murilloadmits the competition has
not been very intense.
"We've been playing at home
a lot, which helps, and our oppo-
nents haven't been as competitive,"
she said. "But we've been executing
pretty well."
Sean cart be-reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
Jackie Ca'nchola TheSpectator
Seattle University freshman Julee Christianson (15) puts theball up for
two in the first half the the match against BYU Hawaii at the Connolly
Center on Saturday.
B-ball cont.
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Fervent footbaggers juggle in Seattle
Ben Watanabe
Staff Writer
Cull from memory oftrying to
hack at recess with your friends.
Remember the difficulty of exercis-
ing motor skills to keep the little
bean bag up in the air with every
part of the body save the hands.
Now, the competition and com-
plexity ofhacking is far superior to
days past. Now, it's no longer called
hackysack; it's called footbag.
During the weekend of Nov.
16, jugglers, footbaggers, uni-
cyclists, diabololists, and people
catching a block with two other
blocks swarmed a gym in North
Seattle. The Ravenna-Eckstein
Community Center hosted the sixth
annual Seattle juggling and Footbag
Festival. Claimed by organizers to
be one of the largest footbag events
in America, SJFF drew the United
—States Footbag Open champion to
its masses.
"I just like that it's a big com-
munity," said Jim Penske, the 2007
U.S. Footbag champion.
Several attendees said they began
playing at a young age, but didn't
become competitive until later.
Jack Murray, 22, and a student at
Evergreen State College in Olympia
started playing footbag when hewas
11. But he only considers himself a
serious footbagger for the past three
years.
"There's a lot of ingenuity and
people doing new things," said
Murray.
It wasn't people standing in a
circle lackadaisically kicking the ball
to one another. They still circle up,
but it's a time to shine for the indi-
vidual. "The footbag is dropped in
and the footbagger takes offkicking
the ball up, down, around the neck,
stalling it on the back ofa shoe or
on the nose, and swirling their leg
around.
"I've donegymnastics, martial arts
and wrestling," said Jacob Wrenn,
21, a member of the Portland-based
Sole Purpose Footbag team. "I want-
ed a challenge, and footbag is the
hardest sport I've ever done."
Footbag appears to be a gateway
sport, too. Many players noted they
also juggled in their down time or
dabbled in an assortment of other
alternative sports like unicycle, hula
hoop and diabolos. Diabolos con-
sists of juggling a spool on a string
tied to two sticks, one held in each
hand.
I wanted a challenge,
and footbag is the




"I jugglewhen I'm tired and try-
ing to cool down. I've got a four ball
maximum," said Wrenn.
They also note they got started
after a friend or sibling asked them
to try it. Gerald Mcglashin, 22 of
Anacortes, got started after a friend
ofhis began footbagging six years
ago.
"My ex-boyfriend got me started,"
said Caroline Bourgoin, a 28-year-
old Vancouver, British Columbia
resident. "I've always been attracted
to underground stuff. I'm justalways
looking for the next event."
The next event Bourgoin's look-
ing for won't be until the World
Championships in Prague this
summer.
Talent abounded as much as
ingenuity at SJFF. In addition
to Penske's championship status,
Bourgoin has competed in five
World Championships and judged
the tournament this August.
Sole Purpose competed at the
Championships.
Footbagging takes dedication
and hard work like other sports.
Bourgoin teachesyoga classes, works
out twice and week and plays three
times a week. At the pro level, the
sport requires a different kind of
dedication, especially for five-year-
pro, Penske.
"I keep up my skills by playing
an hour a day and avoiding injuries,"
said Penske.
According to Red Husted, team
captain ofSole Purpose Footbag and
their club president, Sole Purpose is
the oldest footbag group in world.
The 40 member group began with
a different name in the 19705, and
took the Sole Purpose moniker in
1992. Husted, 31, is also president
of Sole Purpose Footbag and a 10-
year member of the Big Add Posse.
The Big Add Posse is recognized as
the benchmark for professional sta-
tus and recognizes the best footbag
talent in the world.
"I started doing [footbag] as
something to keep me out of trou-
ble," said Husted.
It worked out well for Husted
and Sole Purpose. They returned
pleased with their performances in
the championships at the Disney
Wide World of Sports Complex in
Lake Buena Vista, Fla. Husted also
performed duties as co-director
for the tournament, and runs the
U.S. Open. Drawing crowds from
across the globe might make a per-
former nervous as it initially did
with Penske, but he learned to fight
through it.
"Now I go out there and every-
thing goes blank," said Penske.
Despite the global appeal offoot-
bag, its roots are in Oregon. In 1972,
John Stalberger and Mike Marshall
founded footbag in Oregon City as
a way for Stalberger to work on his
flexibility. It kept strong ties to the
Oregon area and found its home in
Portland.
"Portland has the largest footbag
group in North America, possibly
the world," said Husted. "It's cul-
tural phenomenon."
But, no matter where it is, be
sure to call it footbag. It's way past
hackysack.
"I love the game and I love the
people," said Husted. "If you play,
you're welcome at any other player's
home."
Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu
Joey Anchondo The Spectator
Jeff Murray of Evergreen State College shows off his skills with the
diabolo at the 6th annual Seattle Juggling and Footbag Festival.
Falconry: birds of prey dominate Seattle skies
Justin Najar
VolunteerWriter
Some people choose to play sports
that invoke a warrior spirit of manli-
ness on a Sunday afternoon. Others
choose to kick balls up and down a
field endlessly until one team breaks
from exhaustion. Otherpeople try to
outrun avalanches down mountain-
sides while riding fiberglass boards.
Then there are those who choose
to train gigantic screaming golden
eagles to swoop down on wolves and
tear them to pieces.
These people are falconers.
Falconry, the flying of raptors for
sport or hunting, is an ancient
practice. Starring in Mesopotamia
several thousand years ago, it spread
throughout the world aspeople real-
ized what a vicious flockofpredatory
birds could do to a small mammal or
other birds in the sky.
Falconry, also called hawking, is
not limited to any one kind ofbird.
Any raptor can be trained, though to
differing extents ofsuccess.
Assistant English professor
Katherine Koppelman is not a
falconer, but she flew raptors at
a wildlife rehabilitation center in
Alabama.
"I mainly handled a Barred
Owl named Coosa [for the river in
Alabama] who was a bit ofa chal-
lenge. During matingseason, hewas
very difficult to get to come to his
commands in his mews, and once,
when I was out trying to gethim, he
attacked me, swooping low over my
head andnicking me in the forehead
with his talons," said Koppelman.
The birds are not tame or do-
mesticated; they are wild. This fact
means that keeping these birds in
captivity is much like imprisoning
them. This, for some, makes the
use ofbirds for hunting and sport
unattractive.
"My sense is that the skill to han-
dle and fly these birds is a privilege
and honor, but also something that,
quite unfortunately, denies them
their wildness and their freedom,"
said Koppelman.
Because of this, Koppelman
would not support using birds to
hunt.
Students interested in flying
raptors, and learning more about
birds ofprey can contact the Falcon
Research Group, a non-profit orga-
nization dedicated to the conserva-
tion of raptors.
Students who wish to not justfly
raptors, but kill things with them,
can obtain an informational packet
from the Washington Falconers
Assosciation and prepare to throw
up their falcons.
Students interested in falconry
are not advised to capture their own
birds. This can be dangerous to
both the would-be falconer and the
bird. It is also illegal in the state of
Washington.
Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu
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"Be passionate." While this motto can be heard in almost
every academic or convocation speech on campus, it's mean-
ing can get lost in the paperwork, the books and over cramped
lifestyles of Seattle University college students.
Passion seems to be the missing ingredient in many uni-
versity undergraduates, and oftentimes it can be traced back
to a simple problem: they just don't know what they want to
be when they grow up.
The race to get out of high school today is unprecedented
and students are faced with more challenges and tougher com-
petition from their peers to get into the upper collegiate levels
of academia. However, once they get there, the rest gets a little
fuzzy. Admittedly, basic college experiences lend themselves
to discovering true personality and taste in personal as well as
professional careers, although, it may not be enough.
The college experience is purportedly the investment in our
own human capital, and in our own potential, and insofar as
our own success and well being should be the foremost goal
in our minds, the opportunity granted to us to expand our
potential is not one to be squandered.
To engage in one's academia, to pursue it as a scholar of the
trade, as a passionate member of the community committed
to making an influence in one's chosen profession, this in
itself changes the rest of your life.
Unfortunately, the modern receipt ofa college degree seems
only to indicate a moderate level of intelligence. When a
graduates diploma can come as the result of a C- average,
it seems to cheapen the experience and work of everyone.
Still, many seem to skate through them, to not really absorb
the information they are given. Of the many opportunities
granted to students to expand one's level ofreasoning, to push
their intelligence levels and actually live what they learn go
unnoticed and unfulfilled.
The common response to such criticism centers around the
assertion that we are all too busy with our lives today, we for-
get to train our minds to start becoming the people we hope
to someday be, and achieve the things we dream about.
While it is valid to state that students are pushing them-
selves beyond limits to get into college, the general apathy of
the students once they get there is disheartening. When we
sign the $25,000 loan applications, work 40-hour week jobs
and struggle with mounting bills that never seem to diminish
in the spirit of the "starving college student," oftentimes the
"college student" aspect seems to diminish.
Admittedly, the bare minimum has become the standard.
We cram for exams and fall asleep in class or just skip them
if we don't feel like going. At least one typical "back of the
class" student can be found at Seattle University.
While we realize no one is perfect, we also wonder why
students who routinely choose non-participatory roles in their
educations even waste their time going to college. No one is
going to hold your hand through your career, and no one
ever should hold your hand through college. Do it yourself,
and do it for yourself.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Nicholas Lollini, Lauren Padgett, Chris Kissel, Rose Egge, Sean Towey, Jessica Van Gilder, Michael Fehrenbach, JoeyAnchondo,
Rob La Gatta and Hyung-Min Kim. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
Forums should do more to foster debate
Chris Kissel
upimori caixor
What is better—to lock a gen-
erally unwelcome point of view
inside of the one who holds it, or
to let this point ofview, no matter
how ignorant or even malicious it
may be, find a welcome and sensi-
tive forum for its expression? That
is the inherent dilemma faced by
on-campus forums and debates
at Seattle University that address
issues such as race and sexual
preference.
I covered an event for a
Spectator article that didn't end up
running a few weeks ago, a same-
sex marriage debate in the Student
Center that was part of Student
Activities' Social Justice Speakers
series. The debate was interesting,
but it was one-sided and at times
seemed like an opportunity for the
pro-same-sex marriage side of the
argument to prove that same-sex
marriage is the only logical con-
clusion a forward-thinking person
can make.
The featured debaters argued
their points without using reli-
gious arguments —on this topic?
at a Catholic university?—and the
pro-same-sex marriage argument
had the benefit ofa more eloquent
speaker as well as a politically-cor-
rect head start.
Being a supporter of same-
sex marriage, I walked out of
the forum feeling like my point
ofview had been expressed thor-
oughly, but what was promoted
as a debate didn't live up to my
expectations.
I had practically dismissed the
one-sided aspect ofthe event until
I overheard a couple of girls talk-
ing in the Student Center lobby.
I had noticed them leaving early
while the student comment por-
tion of the debate was still under-
way, and they were talking heat-
edly between the two of them
about how they felt intimidated
and discouraged at the forum.
I suppose it's good that the girls
were having a conversation on an
issue they might not otherwise be
discussing, but they were obvi-
ously too frustrated to be swayed
in any direction, and the forum
discussion could certainly have
benefited from their viewpoints.
I was reminded of something
that happened after the Jena Six
forum that took place on Oct. 16.
A few acquaintances ofmine had
been in attendance at the event
and said they felt their viewpoints
were unwelcome. Some said they
felt intimidated, some said they
felt out of place, but either way,
the situation should not have
arisen at this kind of event.
After the same-sex marriage de-
bate, the two featured speakers sat
down and had a discussion with a
few of the spectators at the event
who wanted to voice their opin-
ions in a more private manner.
One of the Seattle U staff mem-
bers I interviewed for my initial
article pointed out that this might
have been the ideal venue for the
more timid audience members at
the debate to say what they felt
needed to be said.
That may be true, but the facili-
tators of these forums must realize
that their programs are the perfect
setting for constructive dialogue,
and that's where the conversa-
tion should take place. Further, a
close-quarters talk with the speak-
ers may be even more intimidat-
ing for the timid-yet-opinionated
spectators that need to exorcise
their ugly viewpoints.
One thing that the facilitators
of the Courageous Conversations
forums might do is try gear the
conversation toward the audience
they are trying to reach. The fact
that religious arguments were es-
chewed was unnecessary, and the
speakers themselves said they had
expected a more diverse reaction
at a Catholic university.
There were spectators at that
debate whose viewpoints are
not politically correct, but those
viewpoints are held with a stead-
fast—a religious—devotion. Their
viewpoints must be expressed in
forums like this, for the benefit of
both sides of the argument.
These discussions could benefit
from an anonymous way for spec-
tators and would-be debaters to
express themselves. Written state-
ments provide a way for people to
express themselves more thought-
fully, and also give people who feel
nervous or even doubtful of the
validity of their point of view a
way to come out into the open.
The facilitators of these events
might ask participants to submit a
few words on how they feel about
the issue and why, and then com-
pile these in a way that they can
present to the larger group.
Even discussions like this, dis-
cussions with the best of inten-
tions and with the right attitude
toward getting students to think
in new ways, can seem unwel-
coming toward certain points
of view. The facilitators of these
discussions, who already do a lot
to get controversial topics out in
the open, need to go one more
step toward making sure all view-
points are heard, even if they are
misguided or unwelcome.
Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu.edu
Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and emailed to Chris Kissel at kisselc@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length and
spelling, grammar and style errors.
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Let us hearken our collective
popular culture memory back to a
scene in "Legally Blonde" wherein
our protagonist Elle Wood meets
her fellow Harvard peers on the
college green and is confronted by
a female student who declares that
she is a liberal hippie from Berkeley
who is campaigning for the change
from the use ofthe word "semester"
to "ovester."
While I do not intend to espouse
such a change, especially since our
university is so lucky as to operate
under the quarter system and there-
fore avoid mybitter feminist diatribe
(thankLord), this theatricalmoment
does point to my greater topic—the
gender oflanguage, and more spe-
cifically here, the gender ofcollegiate
language.
I was recently made aware of a
trend within the Alpha Kappa Psi, a
sect of the nationwide business fra-
ternity, here atSeattle U to assign the
word "brother" to their female mem-
bers during the initiationceremony.
When a female member of the fra-
ternity pledges her allegiance to the
society, she is addressed as "Brother
[Suzie]." I hold contention with the
use of the word "brother" to refer to
a female member of the university
While I recognize that there are
national standards that societies of
this size and importance must ad-
here to, when have such standards
ever stopped a Jesuit-minded student
from tackling such issues of this
scale? And while I recognize that the
use of the term "brother" upholds
tradition, I must maintain the belief
that words have meaning and that
this truth takes precedence.
The word "brother" as defined
by the Oxford English Dictionary
refers specifically to a male and his
relationship to others. Furthermore,
the term "fraternity" is primarily de-
fined as, and popularly used as, "a
body of men associated by some tie
or common interest."
Collegiate fraternities across the
nation are male associations. The
first use of the term to apply to a
society with both men and women
occurred in 1889,when "fraternity"
came to be defined as a body consist-
ing of "the brothers ofa family, and
of the sisters after the qualities ofthe
latter have been transmuted to their
male equivalents."
While the inclusion of women
into the definition of this word is
commendable, the definition also
inherently assigns women's qualities
as able of being changed to that ofa
man—despite the fact that the quali-
ties of women and men are inher-
ently and naturally different.
Thus, using a collectively mascu-
line term to refer to a group that in-
cludes females assigns a homogeneity
that does not exist. Women and men
are naturally different out ofneed.
The word fraternity was original-
lychosen because it had some mean-
ing—it built a sense ofcommunity,
ofbrotherhood. Traditionalists ad-
here to words because these words
had meaning when the tradition
began.
Now that I have established that
words have meaning for modernists
and traditionalistsalike, I would like
one to consider the use of the word
"brother" to address a female.
The words that we assign to
things infuse those things with a
meaning that one's mind can at-
tach itself to, and colors the future
mental connections one makes, and
more importandy, the assumptions
one makes. Words are based on as-
sociations, and move forward with
associations. Brother is a word that is
gendered masculine, thus in assign-
ing the term "brother" to a female,
one is imposing the qualities of a
male on a female.
While women and men should
be held to the same expectations in
the work force because they are ca-
pable of equal work, gender is not to
be entirely ignored by glossing over
linguistic differences. Gender must
be recognized; call the girl "Sister
[Anne]."
While the term "brother" may be
used to forge a sense of community
and cohesion, admitting that there
are gender differences within a
group does not destroy community.
Rather, it does what the inclusion
ofwomen into such an organization
does; it recognizes that there is still
community despite the differences
people represent.
It was language that once disal-
lowed women from attending the
university, and thus it can be lan-
guage that shapes the success oftheir
experiences while they are here.





Seattle University has seen
fit to further dilute its image,
principles, and foundation. The
'Globalization' task force is the
latest in a string of embarrass-
ing moves by an administration
increasingly interested in squan-
dering tuition dollars. We have
investigated diversity, choked on
tolerance and are poised to swal-
low the globe whole.
Seattle University is becoming
detached from the Western tra-
dition on which it was founded
as a result of a bout of politically
expedient group-think. Oppose
these latest moves and be branded
a xenophobe, intolerant, ignorant,
or worse.
Few oppose the notion of a
University oriented outward, in
dialogue with different cultures,
exchanging students; no doubt,
there is much to be gained.
Yet, the 'Global' curriculum,
which is increasingly available
across the range of Art's and
Science's, offers students but
a nebulous amalgamation of
courses related to anything out-
side of the Western tradition.
Proponents are reorienting a fa-
mous dichotomy, 'West vs. the
Rest'; to a more palatable; 'Rest
vs. the West.' Far from creating
a well rounded student versed in
the specifics and nuances ofa par-
ticular concentration the 'Global'
emphasis will dilute and destroy
much of what the Core was de-
signed to impart.
This is not a Jesuit ladder to
global social consciousness and
is not a means to educating the
whole person. This approach
smacks ofnaive progressivism and
should be shunned in favor of an
education that privileges the tra-
dition that gave birth to the very




I've been reading The Spectator
for three years now, and I con-
tinue to be impressed by your
staffs hard work. Ibis publica-
tion seems to get better and bet-
ter every week. The new layout?
Amazing.
Your story this week about
howWashington votersweighed in
on Proposition One, Referendum
67, 1-960, and Resolution 420
was great. Your editorial board
piece was great(ish). But...
Why weren't you addressing
this, say, two weeks ago in the
November Ist issue? Students
look to The Spectator for univer-
sity and local news, as well as arts
and entertainment updates. This
would have been the perfect ven-
ue to run an informational piece
for voters on campus, a reminder
to the student population to vote
(which is, as you said this week,
"a freedom we cannot choose to
ignore"). I would have loved to
see some editorial board endorse-
ments as well.
I know column space is
tight, and deadlines are frequent.
However, since the editorial board
seems to place great importance
on civic engagement (rightly so),
f would ask why The Spectator
passed up an important oppor-
tunity to engage the campus
community in current, relevant
political issues. I know "the sys-
tem" sucks, and doesn't serve our
demographic well. It's a Catch-22:
We don't vote because politicians
don't engage us. Politicians don't
engage us because we don't vote.
Why? I don't have the answers,
but I do know that education is a
critical first step.
Maybe part of the answer,
part of that first step, is im-
proved political coverage on The
Spectator's part.
You're still great; keep it up.
Madeline Vitek
Senior
The wild west of Internet privacy
Rob La Gatta
Online Production Editor
Since word first broke surround-
ing the murder of English college
student Meredith Kercher, the media
has been having a field day.
Much of their interest has been
on 20-year-old Seattleite Amanda
Knox, a University ofWashington
student studying abroad in Perugia,
Italy. Knox was sharing a house with
Kercher and has since been arrested
in connection with her roommate's
death.
As the suspect sits in an Italian jail
cell awaiting her fate, the media has
been left to sift through the pieces of
this increasingly bizarre puzzle.
Not surprisingly, a key element to
solving that puzzle is discovering just
who Amanda Knox is. If the allega-
tions against her are true, the public
finds itselffaced with an uncomfort-
able question: what couldcompel the
suspect to become involved in sucha
sleazy affair? How could a girl who,
according to all reports from friends
and family, was a typical Seattle col-
lege student be lured into a crime as
heinous as murder?
One place to look for clues is
Amanda Knox's corner of the web:
those personal pages whereshe chose
to project herselfand create a digital
identity for the world to see.
While this information is obvi-
ously not legal evidence of her guilt
or innocence, it nonetheless gives
more insight into her character than
anything else we have available. To
anyone who understands the value
of the Internet, using the web for
research presents opportunities that
have never been afforded to genera-
tions past.
But for some reason, Knox's
supporters are jumpingon the anti-
media bandwagon, arguing that re-
porters—especially those in Europe,
who have more guts in reporting on
this issue than any local newspaper
here in Seattle—should lay off.
Commenters at the Seattle Post-
Intelligencer's website, in responding
to their coverage of the Knox case,
continually vocalized this position.
One unregistered user, posting
anonymously, said: "The Internet
has become too public. None of
what was seen online has any seri-
ous relation to the case. But innocent
things like the YouTube video and
MySpace info are easily blown out
ofproportion by zealous media.The
Internet should be a place to share
and be open. Instead it can [be]
badly misused."
Think about that one for a min-
ute, as your mind begins to concep-
tualize the absurdity of the statement:
the Internet, undoubtedly the most
accessible place in the entire world,
has become "too public."
This is a popular misconception
among people today—they think
that the Internet is a private place.
They thinkwhat you write and how
you present yourself online is incon-
sequential in the real world. They
think that the web is a free-for-all, a
wild wild west where anything goes
and privacy is just as much a guar-
antee as it is inside your own home.
This, obviously, is not the case.
I've been following the Knox
case closely through my blogging
over at Seattle Crime Blog. The
day the case broke, I tracked down
Knox's MySpace page and spent a
good hour sifting through the site. I
tookscreenshots, accurately predict-
ing that the site would soon become
unavailable to the public, and made
careful notes ofwhat I had seen.
Later I went back and blogged
this, including photos of Knox's
now unavailable MySpace page. In
doingso, one commenter linking to
my blog at another website pointed
out, I "immortalized" Knox's web
presence.
Was I wrong in doing this? A lot
ofpeople—mostly, I would imag-
ine, Knox's friends—seem to think
so. A King 5 news broadcast even
implied that I was contributing to
the "character assassination" of the
suspect.
But people need to realize that
what happens on the Internet can
come back to bite you. I didn't cre-
ate this MySpace page and pass it off
as something that belonged toKnox.
I didn'tpresent any information that
she hadn't already presented herself.
I simply relayed information that
was already available to the masses.
Monica Guzman over at the
Seattle P-I's Big Blog, who was the
first reporter I found posting a link
to Knox's MySpace page, wrote
an entry on Nov. 7 analyzing the
media's response.
"Ifthere is an unwritten Law of
InternetPrivacy, it is this: Anything
you post can and will be used against
you in the court of public opinion.
[... ] It may be easy," Guzman wrote,
"[b]ut is it fair? Are we, the media,
and we, the public, presenting per-
sonal information posted on the
You Tube and MySpace world—
with which we have only a couple
of years' experience—asresponsibly
as we should?"
I disagree with Guzman's state-
ment: we the media and we the pub-
lic are not presenting the informa-
tion atall. Ifpeople are angry about
the way reporters are turning to the
Internet, they should only be angry
with themselves for creating a profile
that allowed the news media to do
so in the first place.
Like everything, common sense
on the Internet comes down to per-
sonal responsibility. We should all be
asking ourselves the question before
we upload those YouTube videos,
those racy Facebook pictures, those
incriminating blog entries: "Is this
how I want to be presenting my-
self to the world?" Perhaps ifKnox
had asked herself this question early
on, she wouldn't have already been
found guilty in the "court of public
opinion" Guzman mentions.
Nobody is saying that we should
hang AmandaKnox because ofwhat
she wrote on MySpace. Nobody is
saying in absolute terms that she is
guiltyor innocent because ofwhat's
been found on the Internet. What
reporters are saying—and rightfully
so—is that we have a right to use a
person's web personality to form a
better opinion of them.
Nobody forces us to have a
MySpace or a Facebook page. Ifyou
feel uncomfortableabout the poten-
tial for exploitation, then refrain
from putting potentially exploitable
information on the Internet.
Maybe the Amanda Knox case
will serve as a wake up to young
people around the world. Who you
are on the Internet is still a part of
who you are, and when the shit
hits the fan, you've got to expect
that your reputation is gonna get a
little dirty.
Rob can be reached at
lagattar@seattleu.edu
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Bike polo at Cal Anderson Park
All photos by Joey Anchondo TheSpectator
A relatively new sport, or a twist on a very old sport, bike polo is
trying to find a home in Cal Anderson Park. After being kicked out
of condo parking lots, private parking lots and other parks, bike
polo players moved to the new location this summer, but may still
face eviction from the city as their matches take place on public
space intended for basketball, not bicycles. The game is played
with simple, and usually aged, rigid bikes and mallets made out of
ski poles and PVC pipe.
Devin McBrownin: The return of Golum
Part eight in a nine part series
No big deal or anything, but Rachel and I are basically an item. After I
saved her from the social destruction of the honors students we sat down
and talked for about an hour. We engaged in a legitimate, intelligent con-
versation, a welcome change to me tripping over my own words every five
minutes and Rachel droning on endlessly about some snot-nosed kid she
baby-sat.
After that, we started studying together, going to the bistro right before
it closed for late night vanilla lattes, she even invited me to watch "Greys
Anatomy" with her. One night, we were studying in her room when she
started to laugh out loud.
"Oh my God, do you read The Onion?" she asked.
"No, not usually. Sometimes."
"Some of the stuff they come up with is so funny. I'll e-mail you this
one link, 'Fat Kid Successfully Avoids Ridicule By Swimming With Shirt
On.' It's so great. What's your e-mail address?"
"Mcbrownl74qBB."
She let out a short laugh.
"No, really, what's your e-mail address?"






"Well, that's pretty simple," I said. "I wonder why mine is so
weird?"
"I don'tknow, but you should go to Engineering and ask to have
it changed. You're not going to go anywhere in life with an e-mail address
like Mcbrownl74qBB."
The next day, Rachel andI walked over to the Engineering build-
ing. Beyond orientation, neither one of us had ever been inside. I think
Rachel was the only one we saw who didn't wear glasses. Computers out-
numbered human beings about 30 to 1, and several students sat against
the walls staring showing each other the screens of their silver graphing
calculators.
We walked into the IT department.
"Hey," said one of the guys behind the desk.
"Hey," I said.
We stood there awkwardly for a minute until Rachel spoke up.
"He wants to change his e-mail address."
All typing in the room, maybe even the building, came to a com-
plete stop. The other IT people looked up from their computer screens and
stared me up and down.
"What's your e-mail address," asked one of the guys.
"Mcbrown 174q88."
"He's getting crazier all the time..."
"Who is?" asked Rachel.
"The Troll."
"Who's the Troll?"
"He comes up with all of the e-mail addresses at Seattle U," re-
plied a different guy. "He lives in the basement, eats rats and never goes
outside."
"Oh," I said. "Well, can you guys go talk to him for me?"
"No one has ever returned from the basement alive," said the first
guy. "But you can go ifyou want."
He rolled back his chair and opened a trap door in the middle of
the room. Stale air emanated from the hole.
"I don't need to change it thatbad," I said.
"Don't be ridiculous," said Rachel, walking towards the hole and
starting the decent down. I looked at the guy behind the desk who shook
his head.
"There're other girls at the school, man," he said. "Save
yourself."
The scent ofputrid body odor attacked my nostrils. Acave opened
up at the bottom, with most of the space taken up by a massive computer,
one of the first computers ever made. In the center ofit all, a tiny, Gollum-
like creature sat hunched over a blinking screen, scratching his bald head.
His black-silhouette stood out against the screen. I couldn't tell ifhe wore
any clothes.
"Not another Jones!" he screamed. "Why? Why I hate Jones!"
The Troll slammed the desk and started crying. "Fine, fine. There's already
a jonesa?Already a jonesal? Fine! You, Adam Jones, shall forever be known
as j0ne56666666666!"
I looked over at Rachel.
"I think Mcbrown 174q88 has a nice ring to it," I said.
"Yeah, me too. Let's go."
Sean can be reached at toweys@seattleu.edu
Editors note: The preceding is a work of fiction in an ongoing series about life at Seattle U. What do you think of the new back page of your
newspaper? Send your comments and suggestions to spectator@seattleu.edu.Previous Devin Mcßrownin articles can be viewed online at
spectator.seattleu.edu
Theft
November 20, 8:00 a.m.
Public Safety took a report
from staff of a missing picture
frame that had old photos
of the nursing school. Pub-
lic Safety and the School of
Nursing are following up.
Hit and Run
November 21,10:45 a.m.
A student reported returning
to his vehicle and found a dent




Joggers reported an un-
known male flashed them on
the sidewalk just north of the
Connolly Center. The Seattle
Police Department and Public
Safety checked the area but
no one was present.
Suspicious Behavior
November 23, 9:45 a.m.
Public Safety spotted a male
approximately 50 years old
set a broken walkman on the
steps and then leave thearea.
Public Safety responded and
the male was gone. The
broken walkman has been
logged into lost found for the
timebeing.
Safety Assistance
November 24, 9:45 p.m.
A parent called Public Safety
about her daughter's welfare
as she had flown back to
school from California, but had
not heard from. Public Safety




Public Safety contacted a
room with smoke odor and
found the occupants had
been smoking marijuana,
which they turned over. Pub-




Public Safety took a report
from a student who found
someone had taken her head
phones from her I Pod.
Safety Assistance
November 25, 5:20 p.m.
Public Safety contacted
Residence Maintenance for
a dripping water leak coming
through the ceiling in the Mur-
phy Apartments. Residence
Maintenance staffresponded
and followed up on the issue.
